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MY WORD SHALL NOT RETURN UNTO ME VOID 19
Dr B L Lockett Baptizing a Group of Converts in Oyo Southern Nigeria Africa
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The R

Willingham Memorial

DD

SUPERINTENDENT L B WARREN

Home and Foreign Missions join hands in a great
and worthy movement to raise
for the
Church Building Loan Fund as a Memorial in the
Hall of Fame to this noble leader who truly gave
his life for the spread of the gospel One thousand
individuals or churches giving one hundred dol
lars each will quickly make the total Will you or
your church give twenty dollars a year for five years
The foundation of the R J Willingham
laid a couple of weeks ago by a Baptist deacon in
Richmond Va He said
A homeless church
America means the overthrow of a heathen temple

I

t

across the seas A Church Building Loan Fund in the
name of Dr Willingham will more truly and more per
carry out his desires in regard to worldwide
evangelization than any other contribution which can be
made in his name
In a few days time the memorial
founded by this lifelong friend and admirer of Dr
mark
Willingham passed the
It is the desire
and intention of those who loved him best to make the
memorial worthy of his greatness
Read the following
four endorsements of the plan Read the form of pledge
Make up your mind as to how much you can give basing
your pledge upon your love for Dr Willingham and your
love for the great cause for which he gave his life
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can never tell you how much I appreciate the loving
thought of such a memorial to Mr Willingham Had
he been able to choose a memorial I am sure he would
have wanted just such as you have
that will
continue to preach Christ and bless the world
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HON JOSHUA LEVERING state member Foreign
Mission Board and lifelong friend of Dr Willingham
Having learned that it is the purpose of the Home
establish a memorial to Dr Robert J Willingham
building loan fund and believing that such a trust fund will
result in the extension of the Kingdom of God at home and
abroad a cause most dear to Dr Willinghams heart I take
pleasure in expressing my approval of such action and of my
purpose to share in its establishment
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HON NEWELL SANDERS former United States Senator
and a deacon of the First Baptist Church of Chattanooga of
which Dr Willingham was formerly the pastor

a building in process of construction
Very characteristically
he stopped and said
Look way down and now look way
It
took
up
months to lay those foundations but in almost no
time the towering superstructure went up
Even so do I believe his great heart would feel about the
work for the homeless Baptist churches of the South
I be
lieve he would look upon it as fundamental to all mission work
and therefore to foreign missions to which he gave his life
and would know that by housing the homeless churches the
superstructure of adequate foreign missions is quickly and per
assured
Therefore do I believe that he would re
joice that his name has been added to the list of those memo
in the Church Building Loan Fund

t

Dr R J Willingham had a wonderful vision of the mis
needs of the world He gave his life to the work
We members of the First Baptist Church knew him so well
that we are rejoiced at the proposed establishment of 1100
church building loan fund as a memorial to him
It is
fitting
the
tribute
and
use of the money at home will bea most
a foundation for enlarged missionary work abroad
t

Miss KATHLEEN M
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years ago when en route to Baltimore to take up work
with the Womans Missionary Union I stopped in
a conference with Dr R J Willingham After the con
ference he took me to the noon train and on the way we passed
14
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Do you wish a part in this great memorial
If so sign the following pledge card and send it in
a

THE R J WILLINGHAM MEMORIAL
Department of Church Extension
1004 Healy
Atlanta GaI or we
be paid within the next five years
Name
Date

City
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Lords missionary

commission includes education
writer continues
Other millions of men and women and
speak
if
the
Sometimes men
educational features of our mis
as
children have been crushed under the war machine through
program were incidental or even antagonistic to the starvation exposure and exhaustion
Here in America safe
main matter of evangelizing
No such thought was in the and prosperous it must be admitted that many church mem
mind of Jesus who in the same breath said
Go preach
bers have laid up wealth especially Liberty Bonds and that
Every great missionary leader has seen the close and the World War ends with a large number actually better off
teach
vital connection between evangelism and teaching
Let us face the facts frankly
When and more prosperous
Luther Rice returned to America in the interest of the first ined to be deceived by no bled white camouflage and with
humble courage demand of our
great American Baptist missionary
selves and of our friends that we
movement he immediately under
took the establishment of a Baptist
up the burden of war losses
CONTENTS
college and a Baptist
somewhat by giving to
o
greatest of all reconstruction
grea missionary agencies The
THE TASK AND THE REQUIREMENTS
requisites
success
of
the
Fundamental
for
large and
Home Mission Board has no work
our great
H E Gabby DD
in
sums
more
3
OUR NORTH CHINA MISSION
the Department of Mountain
Observations and experiences of our
Foreign
Schools
From these schools have
has
THE word patriotism
J F Love DD
gone forth some of our greatest
sig
holy
high
and
have
5
a
come to
CELEBRATING VICTORY OF THE ALLIES
preachers and missionaries and
A description of one of the most significant
stirring days
these
in
events in the worlds
most useful laymen
The mis
Albert C Cheetham
citizenship
in Amerifor
Gratitude
6
topic for March is The
OUR MOUNTAIN SCHOOLS
ca and jealous love for our land
The mission and value of this effort of SouthValue of Mountain Schools and
ern Baptists through the Home Board
and institutions have become ex
special articles in this number pro
7
VISITING A MOUNTAIN SCHOOL
Yet have we
real
impressions of
vide helpful supplemental
Fruitland
call of foreign
the
realized that
V 1 Masters DD
the study and presentation of
missions is the call of the noblest
1017
THE UNFINISHED TASK
this subject
Let the subject be
The challenge to Southern Baptists
Our coun
and truest patriotism
linked effectively to the urgency of
from the foreign fields
try has moved out into the great
1819
THE RICHES OF LIBERALITY
the situation as regards the finan
Plans for financing worthily Home and
Never again can
cial support of Home and For
Foreign Missions
we live unto ourselves The
20
THE PROPOSED BOARD OF EDUCATION
eign Missions and a spirit of deep
A great forward movement in the
rapidly becoming one in its com
prayerfulness and earnestness pre
our Baptist schools
merce its methods of communica2127
MESSAGES FROM THE SECRETARIES
vail as we come toward the
ANSWERING THE CALL OF
tion and transportation its laws
the Convention year
of newly appointed missionaries
its educational methods its ethical
YOUNG PEOPLES DEPARTMENT
standards If the low moral and
32
THE MISSIONARY PILOT
ethical ideals of the ten hundred
MANY feared that the war in
million pagans of heathen lands
Europe would have a disastrous
effect on foreign missions
The reverse has been the case In- are not transformed by Christianity what must happen when
Of
with mighty impact they collide with our civilization
a recent meeting of Chinese students the subject was
The world cannot re
trouble in Europe is due one thing we may be perfectly sure
length
Said one
heathen
The question of for
main part pagan and part
not to too much Christianity but to too little of Christianity
eign missions is precisely the question as to war with Germany
Another said
Do not fear that we think Christianity is re
There was no choice left We had to win or perish We
for this war
We understand perfectly well
Let no
only the people of the West had practiced the have got to Christianize the world or be
who
American
his
love
claim
country
true
as
a
to
awful
such
man
precepts of Christ there would have been no
neglects to have a share in foreign missions
I to
ole

A WRITER

in the Missionary

Herald quotes a pastor as

having exclaimed
I had my way my men would not give
another cent to these causes They have been bled to death
for two years
The statement was put to the test with the
result that in five cities where the question was put to large
representative gatherings of business men it was agreed that
except for accidental loss on the part of a very few every man
Millions of
present was better off than in 1914 or 1916
fields
the
men have poured out their lives on the battle
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THE Great Commission tells us what we are to do Our
Lords last commission as given by Luke in the first
Acts tells us how we are to do it Ye shall be my wit
to

Was there ever such a challenge to witness as is
thrown down at our feet today
It is the challenge of a great
nesses

of a great urgency Let every reader of HOME
FIELDS read and read again Dr Loves heart
FOREIGN
AND
searching words as he writes in this number of his
experiences in North China
One can feel the
opportunity
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of the burden that settles upon his great heart as he
need and the opportunity and faces the pitiful
Shall we prove false
our Baptist forces and equipment
Let us not look upon
witnesses of our Lord in such an hour
the money which we give to this cause as cast away but as the
best investment for time and eternity which can be madean
investment in human lives and immortal souls that must
we fail to answer their call for help

I
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ON July 6 1415 Catholic bigotry sent to the stake John
Huss Bohemias immortal martyr The conflagration started
by the torch that burned this hero to death has never been
in 1526 the plucky little
Linked to the
quenched
history has been that of constant disaster and op
At the outbreak of the Thirty Years War Bohemia
At its close 1648 she
had a population of
had less than one million and her independence was gone
We
said long ago
The great Bohemian historian
In a
existed before Austria and we shall exist after her
the
of
One
fulfilled
been
has
wonderful way this prophecy
most promising fields for Baptist missionary labor in all the
Already we
world is this same land of CzechoSlovakia
have made a beginning and the Foreign Board must be put in
position to establish one of its strongest missions in the
of Prague John Huss did not die in vain

THE call for money for

missions must not obscure the call

for the giving of life There is a story of a Belgian
I wanted to offer my
a hospital with both legs cut off
life for my beloved country but I got a chance to do only a
Why said he you
little
The visitor remonstrated
Oh no said the man
have lost both your legs
We must send large
them
I gave them
did not lose
Who will
of workers to every foreign field
Preachers who have
go for us and whom shall we send
jj broken pastoral ties in their work as chaplains strong Chrisan young men who are coming back home consecrated young
omen who have been finding their lives as they lost them in
of these ought to answer in chorus Here am
I send

lir

has become of the man who at the conclusion of a
We
missionary service used to announce apologetically
We
have now come to the unpleasant part of the program
have
over
and
it
do
now
it
collection
so lets
must take up a
with
He got lost during the past two years and no re
ward is offered for his recovery His place has been taken
We
by the man who rubs his hands gleefully and says
which
all
in
the
occasion
the
best
feature
of
have now come to
Blessings on the new man
of us can have a part

0

Christian is like a tree on an
which
have struck into the soil on one side only
roots of
As long as the wind blows in the right direction he stands
firm but when the storm strikes from the opposite
We do not want home mission
goes over with a crash
cranks nor foreign mission cranks but symmetrically developed
Christian character John G Paton expressed it well when
Those that do most for the heathen
he said once
those that do most for the heathen at home
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OUR growth into the likeness of the Lord Jesus Christ
will be in exact proportion to the time and
says Mr Torrey
into
prayer God has provided for us in
heart that we put
Christ all the fullness of spiritual blessing The trouble witha great many is that they have not appropriated what God

million
WHEN Southern Baptists give one and
will
they
have
set
missions
a new
foreign
dollars this year for
enterprise
Christian
Next
standard of devotion to this supreme
Steadily
the
millions
ad
two
mark
at
year we must set our

vance must be made until we are giving five millions each year
This mark ought to be reached in five years at least For
three millions of Baptists this amount is far too
Yet we would better reach the five
two dollars each
million mark before placing the goal at ten millions as must
We are beginning to awaken to the
eventually be the aim
bigness of the task its practicability its necessity

t

WITH the whole world open to the gospel with
with men enough money
the peoples of earth
enough and power enough to carry the story to the last man
of the globes remotest bounds the time has come for us to
Let us launch out into the
prove our faith by our deeds
deep

HE that does not trust at least
not trust the Lord in all his promises

to the Lord does

I

THE TASK AND THE
REQUIREMENTS
Rev H

E Cabby

Statement of the Four Fundamental Requisites for the
the Vast Enterprise in Which We are Engaged

I

The first requirement is to realize the supreme importance of
Gods norf No task God assigns us is a small task Ve

need to become thoroughly imbued with the bigness of it
Every other work should stand in a second place We
I am doing a great work and cannot
with Nehemiah
When we come to understand every duty as
come down
We cannot come down
signed us from above we will say
from the height to which our work for God lifts us to the con
It is a far call from this
of any insignificant task
conception of the dignity and the glory of Gods work to the
pettiness of it held by so many
Dr John R Mott in an address in London at the
the Student Christian Movement of Great Britain gave
In our universities we need
expression to these timely words
enterprises vast enough to appeal to the imagination difficult
and baffling enough to call out the best energies of minds and
hearts tragic enough to jar and shake the academic the theo
the dreaming tendency of many students into
need and an enterprise engrossing enough to enable
lose sight of themselves and an enterprise overwhelming
enough to drive them to the discovery of God and his irresistible
the Baptist task before us this year we have such an enter
prise vast enough to fire the imagination difficult enough to
challenge the greatest faith engrossing enough to call for the
enlistment of all the energies of our souls tragic enough to hurland overwhelming enough to
us from our smug
drive us speedily to God whence cometh all our help
Diligence is liter
The second requirement is diligence
It is necessary to drill
ally fondness for ones work
the idea that diligence is required if we do our duty This
age needs the thundering of an Amos saying to us what he
said to the inert of his day Woe to them that are at ease in
There is no place in the Kingdom of Heaven for a
Zion
drone
The call of God is a clarion call to work a ringing
challenge to an active useful life He is ever seeking to evoke
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all the powers of our souls to call into play all the energies of
He holds out as an incentive for faithfulness the
our beings
joy of service here and the rewards of the great hereafter
is Satans
souls
South well says

OUR NORTH CHINA

idler the man the busier the tempter
Great peril lies in spiritual as well as in physical sloth
Drowsiness will clothe a mans spiritual life with rags just as it
Nothing impoverishes the spirit
clothes his body with rags
Gladstone uttered a profound truth
ual life like ease
said
The waste of time will make you dwindle alike in
intellectual and moral stature beyond your darkest
that is slack in his work is brother to him that is a great
Provo 18 9
Professor James said about a mil
waster
student of Harvard that what time he could spare from
the adornment of his person he devoted to the neglect of his

Observations and Experiences of Our Foreign
Secretary on His Tour of the East

The

duties

The third requirement is doing Gods work with the whole
Doing the will of God from the heart
soul
margin soul
Eph 6 6
Whatever ye do work heartily
from the
Col 3 23
soul
There needs to be a burning zeal for
task To come to the Masters work with
every
only half a heart is a great sin The Kings business not only
requires haste but it also requires a glowing enthusiasm and a
consuming earnestness
We are told that Apollos was
spirit that is
He burned to impart to others the truth he
himself had received
When Jeremiah determined to keep
still there was a burning fire in his heart and he was
speak for Jehovah
This reminds us of what a modern mis
I cannot be silent the fire of God is on me
said
We need fire from on high to burn up the dross of our in
need zeal but it must be coupled with knowledge to be
Zeal without knowledge often leads to
other extravagances but knowledge without zeal is of little
value
Knowledge measures the magnitude of the task
lates the number and size of the obstacles to be encountered
estimates the amount of zeal and energy required to
Knowledge
and then sits down with folded hands
the time in getting ready One may have knowledge of the
doctrines of the faith may know theological distinctions but
if he is devoid of zeal he will be of little use in the
fourth requirement for doing Gods work is
tion
Tere needs to be a more fervent piety for our heavenly
calling We cannot reach the highest in human life and attain
ment without this grace
We may have many gifts many tal
but without this solemn dedication of ourselves to Gods
service we are nothing
Consecration is the capstone that gives
beauty and symmetry to the completed temple of Christian
efficient

the days of Nehemiah the people assembled for a great
meeting
in which with all solemnity of fasting and prayer the
true Jews entered into a formal covenant with God a kind of
oath of allegiance a solemn agreement signed by
the leaders princes and priests of renewed devotion to the
law and the service of God They promised to keep the law
of Moses to pay their tithes for the support of the temple
services and to keep the Sabbath holy and they bound them
selves under a curse to keep this covenant
Southern Baptists need to enter into a solemn covenant with
their risen Lord to carry out his last command until
This whole round world for Jesus
Through all its fragrant zones
Ring out again the
loftiest grandest tones

The

whole wide world for Jesus
Well wing the song with prayer
And link the prayer with labor
Till Christ his crown shall wear

J F

Love

DD

Corresponding Secretary
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We have been sitting in heavenly places in China

1

We

have never felt ourselves to be nearer heaven than in some ex
we have had with the missionaries and with some of
the native Christians
the North China Baptist
When we reached
Association was in session
We can not give the
the statistics for the years work but these important as
they are are minor considerations to the spirituality and fel
of the association Evidently there had been much
prayer that the meeting should be a blessing to the
One felt himself in a spiritual
to the work
the time he entered the church notwithstanding the tem
was around the freezing point and for economys sake
these churches in China are never
was an inspiration to look upon this assembly of the first
born the earnest of the full harvest which is to follow in the
There were
expanding service of Christian missions in China
Some of
in the audience some remarkable native Christians
these bear the marks of the awful experience incident to the
Boxer troubles Some of them have given full proof of their
ministry and have many converts to their credit This annual
association is an occasion among the native Christians and mis
toward which they look through the months of toil
and hardship
It is even more to them than a state conven
tion in the South is to the home constituency for the reason that
the sadly meagre forces here are so scattered that there is little
opportunity for fellowship except at the associational meeting
We have in the North China Mission 54 missionaries
and women
ing preachers doctors teachers and
than one
vastly
territory
greater
and the association covers a
of our state conventions and a population as large as many
states
One of the impressive incidents of the association was the
administration of the ordinance of baptism to eight men and
one woman by Pastor Ku on Sunday morning Following the
baptism the Lords Supper was observed after which the
and the table gave an
writer standing between the
address on the significance and missionary value of these two
ordinances We have never spoken to a more sympathetic and
inspiring audience nor one that seemed readier to accept the
truth at its true value
for the station
From
we went to
meeting scheduled there We can never forget the reception
given us by the helpers in the hospital the girls school the
boys academy the students of the theological seminary and the
Typical of the thoughtfulness of
native church members
following
which was presented with a beau
these friends is the
Chinese bowl to Mrs Love and myself
Boys Academy welcome with joy and
The
We
coming
the
gladness
of Dr and Mrs Love to
greet you with loving wishes and pray that Gods richest bless
We offer you this keepsake
ing will abide with you always
to take back to America with you and use constantly in mem
The Tsung Shi Middle School
ory of us and our love
The last thing we heard when we were leaving
the students and native Christian friends together with
the missionaries who had followed us out on the road accord
There is sunshine in my
ing to the Chinese custom singing
soul today and the first thing our ears caught two days later
Academy lined up on the
was the boys from the
road two miles out from our destination saying in good Eng
Welcome
lish
for another
Leaving
we journeyed to
station conference which closed the tour of our North China
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Mission At this port city where Southern Baptists have made
good mission investments we conferred prayerfully and earnestly regarding some of the real problems that are facing our
we
missionaries there At the close of our visitation to
king
difficulties
of
the
felt that we had a keener insight into
dom advancement in that locality as well as having had the
rich pleasure of fellowship with the missionaries and native
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may be profitable to share some of our observations in
North China with our HOME AND FOREIGN FIELDS readers
Let me say then first of all that there is in America a wide
spread misapprehension of certain conditions in China as these
journey through the open country away from the
railroads has convinced me The first of these is that Americeased in
has
cans believe that
China whereas not one woman or girl in a hundred has been
We scarcely saw a
freed from this awful barbarism
all this journey through the country whose feet were not
Our Christian
bound until we reached our mission stations
schools do not keep in them girls whose feet are bound and
one of the best services they are rendering the Chinese
the relief of the children from the torture of this cruel cus
tom
Our schools are few however and sadly scattered and
the great multitudes of women and girls go hobbling on de
formed feet and broken bones as they have done for centuries
nothing
There is nothing so distressing so heartbreaking
against which the humanity in one cries out in such protest as
against this barbarity which is simply a social custom Foot
binding is a strong illustration of the extent and inflexibility to
which a social custom can go If Christian missions and Chris
tian missionaries had no other service to render China than to
set these tortured multitudes free from this inhumanity it would
justify all that Christian missions have cost in money in labor
and in human sacrifice There is no other instance within the
bounds of the human race of such monstrous and deliberate
cruelty And to think that this custom is practiced by parents
who venerate as no other people on earth do their dead mothers
nd fathers Surely one would think that those who wish to be
commemorated by their children would leave with their chil
dren a more precious memory than broken bones and a life of
torture And certainly it would be a finer evidence of family
love and devotion for mother and father to protect their chil
dren against this custom than to burn paper at the graves
dead Yet we must remember that this is a land across
which the light of the gospel of Christ has not fallen and in
which the love of Jesus and the tender human
he has begotten are unknown Slowly very slowly be
cause of our tardiness the gospel is turning on the light and let
ting in the love and a few Christian mothers who gather
mission houses are radiantly glad to have their children
spared the suffering which heathenism has imposed
There are many things about China which command respect
and admiration of the foreigner certainly there is much to
command the sympathy and love of the Christian but foot
binding is a crime which civilization can not look upon with
complacency
It is a wonder that China does not
statesmen big enough to defy this custom and break
the bonds of this slavery to social convention
Another impression which will never be outlived is that of
I never realized so fully the meaning of the
the multitude
words of Scripture that Jesus looked upon the multitudes and
had compassion until I reached China The multitudes are
not only in the cities where you are literally pressed by the
Everywhere the teeming pop
throng but in the open country
There is no getting away from the
is in evidence
such appeal as these crowds
need
such
crowd
And
is true there is evidence of more wealth in individual cases
than the foreigner has probably expected to see but there is
preponderating evidence of poverty It is seen in the clothes
which are worn and the food which the people are eating

There are millions in China who from years end to years
end never have what the most unskilled laborer in America
would call a square meal Thousands of Christians at
wearing shoes which cost more money than whole families

That these
here have for their living for an entire month
them living
have
seen
we
work
as
and
live
men and women
Christianity as
and working is one of the marvels of China
been
people
has
not
life
of
the
in
a
an economic factor
in
every instance
It somehow turns out
the average man
springs
of human
the
touches
Christianity
so
evangelical
that
thought
invention
energy the fountains of human
personal resources that good living follows
banished
Famine
that the direst poverty is
with its unrelieved ravages is an affliction which attends heath
Christianity creates economic conditions and provides
bread for the multitudes
We have been impressed by the kindliness of these Chinese
people and the opportunity which their friendliness for Ameri
cans makes for Southern Baptists and other Christian bodies
patient courteous they show especial
Naturally
We cannot tell how long
American
the
consideration for
this attitude of mind may last but while it lasts there is givena missionary opportunity which if it is embraced will hasten
the coming of the Kingdom of God in all the continent of
Asia We have received nothing but kindness from Chris
in the cities villages and on the
and
These people have been kind beyond the
country roads
How we should like to re
kindness of our own countrymen
pay them in the coin of the grace of God and Christian service
The impression which stands in contrast to this is one which
It is the condition in
daily becomes a growing burden
find our Southern Baptist work in North China as regards
Starting in at
equipment and adequate missionary force
we have a situation in our hospital and our boys school
which gives Southern Baptists a marvelous opportunity but
is in the
which presents to them a distressing need
center of our largest Baptist population and has a great mis
sion to fulfill but Southern Baptists must speedily improve this
situation by an outlay of several thousand dollars or ought to
transfer effort to some other point where strength can be com
but in this
The situation is better at
splendid station where Southern Baptists have made some of
their best investments we can add greatly to the efficiency of
Tor in
our workers by immediate additional investment
stance Dr and Mrs Gaston ought to be given a home in
which to live and the hospital ought to be finished without de
where the investments already made are
lay At
producing the most blessed results there is need of further in
vestment in almost every line of work that we are doing in the
where the missionaries of the
station
At
well as the missionaries of the North China Mission
there are and have been for a long time peculiar
overcome we have a situation that claims attention and
which by careful and faithful handling can be made to con
tribute greatly to the strength of our North China work At
Dr and Mrs Hearn are isolated from all English
speaking peoples and alone are carrying the burden of a large
educational and evangelistic work while furnishing all the med
A family is
ical relief that is available for a vast multitude
needed here at once Now that the war is over may the Lord
put it into the hearts of some of our young people quickly to
come to the relief of these faithful and overburdened
Christ
THIRTY THOUSAND native Methodists in China have
as their share of the
bravely assumed the sum of
Centenary Fund When we consider the poverty of the people
If Methodists at home
this is truly a great venture of faith
desired
gave in the same proportion the
times
oversubscribed many
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The East Celebrates the Victory of the Western
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Albert C Cheetham
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Description of One of the Most Significant Events In the Worlds History by Dr Loves
Witnessed the Demonstration
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Peking representative of Chinese officialdom and govern
ment held holiday on the occasion of the victory of right and
justice in the great struggle which had drawn almost the entire
Not often
world into its maelstrom of blood and carnage
the
with
among
hoary
age
has China venerable ancient and
nations of the world seen fit to suspend its busy workaday
celebrate the achievements of the young stalwart forward
Indeed we are safe in say
looking nations of the Occident
the
President of the Republic
celebration
as
ing that such a
decreed and as the leading Chinese diplomats statesmen and
soldiers took part in had never before occurred in this land
Many things may be deduced from such an occasion but I will
confine myself to two suggestions regarding it namely the
who wish to see
leaders of Chinese life and
China take her place unashamed among the nations of the
world leaving behind her ignorance superstition and national
in sympathy with the ideals and ethics as
voiced by the Allies and realize that their land must also have
these ideals and ethics in order to break with the dismal past
and secondly China is looking to the Allies England and
America especially to free her from the domination of a
stronger nation a domination such as Germany threatened to
force upon her weaker neighbors
Chinas capital and other cities too began unofficial cel
shortly after the news of the armistice had been
There were many parades bonfires
cabled to the Orient
and lantern processions and in some of the cities the
the form of pulling down German statues and arches
But is seemed quite significant that President Hsu
our own American Thanks
should choose November
thanksgiving for
giving Day as the first day of the
Allied victory that China was to take part in To the Americans in Peking this not only seemed significant but
well

It was the good fortune of Dr and Mrs J F Love and
myself to be in Chinas capital at the time of the celebration
Through the kind offices of Prof Pettus of the North China
Language School and Prof Pitman of the Government Nor
mal School we received invitations to the Grand Review
to be staged in the Tai Ho Tien or Forbidden City
This was to be the gala event among the festivities of the
thanksgiving and invitations were sent to a carefully
selected list of guests including Chinese military and political
leaders outstanding Chinese citizens foreign diplomats and
We
legation attaches and prominent foreigners in Peking

were happy to have the privilege of attending the review for
we were assured that it would be a brilliant affair and so it
proved
and were soon on
Shortly after 9
we called

our way to the Forbidden City As we passed through the
city streets we noticed that troops were drawn up on either
side of the roadway As we approached the massive towered
gates of the Tai Ho Tien we saw long lines of officers who
were carefully scrutinizing the many visitors of varied degree
and nationality who were seeking entrance to the
With our
grounds where formerly no foreigner dared enter
passed in
and
cards
visiting
invitation cards we presented our
lo the spacious courts upon which the porticoes of the palatial
Imperial buildings open
We went on into the inner court
which is just in front of the former throne room of the Man
chu Dragon Emperors
In this court the Chinese and allied
troops were drawn up in serried rows awaiting the coming of
the President

t

As we looked over the courtyard filled with troops we
noticed that about half of them were Chinese while the other
half included Japanese Russian British Italian French and
American soldiers Among the French troops were a
men from French IndoChina the British troops
giant Sikhs from India while the American sol
largely
were
diers were our own splendid marines As we saw these stal
wart sons of America standing in perfect alignment in their
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dress uniforms of blue their long forestry green overcoats
and their smart dress caps it was easy to realize that they
were without doubt the pick of the thousands that stood be
fore us A thrilling sense of pride filled our hearts and we
thanked God that our nation could produce such men The
marine band that was in attendance played an occasional
American march that was indeed sweet music to our ears
These foreign troops were picked bodies of men from the lega
and of them all the American marines showed to best
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spectators were a curious mixture of Chinese
gorgeous uniforms bedecked with sashes arad medals and
decorations that dazzled the eye Chinese officials small and
great in evening clothes although it was morning Chinese
women brilliantly gowned a sprinkling of foreign officers and
quite a number of foreign residents of the capital and visitors
both men and women Particularly noticeable among the on
or Provincial military gov
lookers were the Chinese
These men wore gay light
and their staff officers
blue uniforms with much gold lace enormous gold
decorations and gold medals in astonishing profusion
There were also a few Chinese naval officers whose magnificence of attire was probably in inverse ratio to the seriousness
of their official duties In addition to these officers and other
Allied officers who were present as spectators there were the
accredited Allied representatives and members of the diplo
matic corps who were on hand to pay their respects to
and who were accorded the places of
dent Hsu
honor near the person of his excellency
Everything was in readiness for the coming of the
at the appointed hour the presidential equipage
outer gate of the Forbidden City The President rode ina resplendent red lacquered carriage trimmed in gold and
drawn by four horses A flourish of trumpets announced his
coming and the Chinese military band in the outer court
The coach was preceded by six
their national anthem
uniforms
of red jackets and white
in
teen mounted
car
riding breeches and leather riding boots The
The
pennons
fluttered
gay
which
ried lances from
followed by mounted guards and altogether the procession
furnished an interesting spectacle The carriage was driven to
the foot of the marble steps leading up to the combined palace
and gateway that separates the outer and inner
the President a man of very democratic appearance
stepped out of the vehicle paused a moment and then was es
up the steps where the allied diplomats and attaches
greeted him He wore a black frock coat although his
tation had specified swallowtail coats for all men and he
seemed possessed of a quiet dignity and laudable
he passed up the steps I was so fortunate as to secure a
camera
good shot at him with my
After greeting the members of the diplomatic service the
President walked through to the inner court and passed along
the middle of the court while the soldiers on each side of
This was
with bayonets fixed
him stood at present arms
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certainly a great sight The procession of diplomats Allied
and Chinese military leaders high Chinese dignitaries led by
the President proceeded along the lane between the troops
drawn up in faultless order while their bayonets glistened and
gleamed in the sun The occasion found an admirable
this once imperial court surrounded on all sides by typical
Chinese architecture in all its gorgeousness ard splendor
counted among those noteworthy examples of splendid Oriental
edifices with its brilliant coloring and pure white marble The
President and his guests of honor and attendants mounted the
and
balcony leading to the former Imperial
brief respite faced the troops in the courtyard and
Meanwhile the color
read his Thanksgiving proclamation
bearers from the various bodies of troops attended by the
usual color guards had ascended the balcony and stood in a
When
line directly in front of the President and facing him
visitors
assembled
the President addressed the troops and the
sloped the flags toward the speaker Shortly
the
before the President began to read his proclamation several
aeroplanes had arrived and were circling over the Forbidden
City and though far up above the city the hum of their mo
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pigeons with
tors could easily be heard A great number of
been
had
them
released
beautifully toned whistles attached to
they
music
their
flew
with
as
heavens
the
filling
and these were
the
reading
of
completion
the
Upon the
around and around
troops marched out of the court and into the Imperial city
Then the guests were
with colors flying and bands playing
Mrs Love had
invited into the various refreshment rooms
in the
the distinction of being served tea by a
the
and
visitors
Chinese navy The troops gradually filed out
spectacular
though
the
most
event
this
began to disperse But
celebration
In
Thanksgiving
was only the beginning of the
the afternoon there was a public meeting to celebrate the vic
tory held in the Peking Central Park On Friday the mem
bers of Parliament gave a reception in the Forbidden City to
the Allied Ministers members of the diplomatic service and
On Saturday night a giant lantern
other distinguished men
procession concluded the official celebration and during the
three days there were frequent military parades lantern pro
and rejoicings of many kinds Peking has
cessions
seldom witnessed such a sight in the matter of illuminations
as occurred on this
decorations and
celebrating the victory of her nations Western Allies

The Mission and Value of Our Mountain
A

E Brown DD

are the Southern Mountaineers What are Their Problems and Needs How arc We Helping Them
and With What Results A Man who is Ching Ills Life to the Task Makes Answer

The problem of the Appalachian Mountains had

in colonial days before there was a United
in the eighteenth century when the mother coun
try was harsh and unsympathetic and suspicious of the settle
in the days when re
ments along the Atlantic
in the
ligion as well as conduct was regulated by
days when there was no religious liberty and almost no
ical liberty It was in times like these that the mountain
lem now in process of solution had its beginnings
order to enjoy religious liberty a few bold spirits
the very highest traits of character preferring to endure the
hardships of the wilderness rather than to submit to the domi
nation of the redcoat minions of Britain left the more
ing section of Virginia and Carolina and established their
That was the be
homes on the Holston and the Watauga
problem
ginning of the mountain
These early settlers were not fugitives from justice nor needy
adventurers but bold fearless men seeding a place where they
could found a democracy which would be safe for the world
As time went on and the settlements along the Atlantic
coast grew in population mostly from immigration and the
tide of immigration began to sweep westward into the great
Mississippi Valley it passed around the Appalachian Moun
like the waters of a river pass around an island and left
undisturbed the mountain settlements
Locked in their isolation by mountain barriers these early
settlers which at first were thin and scattering have
by immigration but by obeying the command of the Cre
ator Be fruitful and multiply until now they number some
thing over
The young people of the mountains
marry early and the rule is large families A family of from
eight to twelve children is very common I know at least one
family where there are four sets of twins
The first settlers built their homes in the valleys and
lands along the rivers When these more desirable loca
were taken up the next settlements were made along the
creeks where the narrow strips of bottom land were very fer
tile But ere long all these more desirable parts were settled
and the ever increasing population was pushed farther back into
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the coves and on the mountain sides These last in time be
cause of their isolation have become somewhat a class to
Thus the very nature of the country has developed
themselves
three classes in the
is the condition of this third class which appeals to us
They are the ones referred to by some writers as the
There is no means
merged part of the mountain population
of knowing how numerous they are But this much we do
They are the de
know they are pure Americans
of the original settlers of Virginia and the Caro
There are whole counties of these people without a
linas
single foreigner among them
Out of the
In religion they arc evangelical
counties do not contain one
counties in the mountains
Where else in all the English speak
single Roman Catholic
ing world can you find so large an area and so many people
speaking the English language without one single Roman
Catholic among them
According to the census only
They are white people
nine per cent of the population of the mountains are negroes
and these negroes live not in the back districts among the
In
pie for whom our efforts are directed but in the towns
the mountain region there are whole counties with less than a
There is one county in North Caro
dozen negroes in them
lina with not one single negro in all its population
many grown people in the mountains who never saw a
negro and when they see one for the first time they think
they have seen the booger man
Much is being said and
They are a rural people
Here we find it in
and written about the country problem
counties have a single town in
all its glory Few of the
In fact
them with as many as one thousand population
In some
towns of that population are very scarce
best men in our
the
of
One
worthy
of
name
town exists
work was drawn to it because he felt a call to work among
He described himself in his application for
country people
He wanted to go where
work as essentially a countryman
I had no
the problem was untouched by modern city ways
trouble in accommodating him
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they are Baptist people
The Baptists are
A gain
almost equal in number to all the other denominations com
The government census shows 48 of the church mem
are Methodists less
bers in the mountains are Baptists 31
Presbyterians
are
are
than

fact that the people are so overwhelmingly Baptist
places the obligation for assisting them correspondingly upon
Baptists have planted churches all over these
Baptists
They are to be found everywhere Perhaps
isolated hills
nowhere is the Baptist zeal to evangelize more in evidence
It is true the preachers who have done
than in the mountains
this were uneducated men but in spite of their handicap of
illiteracy have rendered a splendid service in thousands of
Multitudes have been brought to the knowledge
communities
Christ
as their Saviour by these humble servants of
of Jesus
God who have preached the glorious gospel with marvelous
power and they have done this too largely at their own
They have manifested a zeal for souls which would
charge
enrich the ministry of many of our city pulpits
These humble preachers have sought to lead their people to
desire only better things They have fought openly and above
board the illicit whisky business drunkenness and other
evil
They have fearlessly held up a standard of piety that
has been the saving of people from utter savagery in many of
Too much cannot be said of the conse
the isolated districts
calling
cration to their
as is shown by the following
one of the counties in the Cumberland Mountains in
Tennessee last summer when the draft law was being put
into effect word went to a preacher who lived twenty miles
away that on a certain day the young men from the
which he was pastor were to be marched away to the army
This preacher without a horse or other means of travel ex
on foot hurried to that community gathered these
future soldiers of our country along with their parents
and after giving them sound counsel and advice prayed for
their preservation from the evils of army life and that they
might be loyal to the ideals for which their country was fight
ing
The characteristic thing about this incident was that it
never occurred to the preacher that he had done anything out
of the ordinary in walking this twenty miles and back to be
with his people on this momentous occasion
The greatest curse in the mountains is not illicit whiskey but
illiteracy The mountain people themselves have realized all
In their poverty
along that schools were their greatest need
Nowhere in the broad
they have tried to help themselves
land can there be found the remains of so many stranded
schools as in the mountains
In fact the mountains have
They
proved a veritable graveyard for Baptist schools
people
did not
the
for lack of patronage but because
People from
handle enough money to support the schools
outside cannot comprehend how families can get along for a
whole year and handle no more money than the mountain
people in the back districts
The valley people in the mountains can be relied on to
assist their more unfortunate neighbors back in the hills
working through them Southern Baptists have established a
great system of
took the Southern Baptist Convention a long time to
awaken to its obligation and opportunity in the mountains and
after the Convention adopted a policy presented to it by Dr
But
John E White the work moved slowly for a while
with the coming of Dr Gray as Secretary of the Home Board
and the organizing of the work into departments the moun
tain people have received more attention with the result that
we now have a splendid system of schools numbering thirty
five with more than five thousand students
There are en
in the work of these schools more than two hundred
splendid consecrated teachers
This work has been built up
gradually two or three schools being established a year
has attained its present proportion
the
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Already the outside country has been feeling the effects of
the mountain schools
Some of our leading pulpits are filled
by mountain boys Others have entered the medical or legal
profession Many of them are occupying responsible
But wherever they are found they can be de
teachers
on to do their part in bringing in the Kingdom
Some other denominations have been more liberal in the ex
of money in the mountains than Baptists in spite of
the fact that the people are so overwhelmingly Baptist but
with the funds entrusted to this department we have been
The
make a showing of which we are not ashamed
strenuous for both superintendent and teachers and we try
to make it strenuous for the students and the changes
the short time we have been engaged in the work are simply
Homes have been transformed churches have
marvelous
been given new visions whole counties have been made dissat
with their wretched roads the public school system has
been improved several hundred per cent
We need to broaden the work where it is already
as to give such a training in our schools that the pupils
going back to their communities will know definitely how to
Then too we
make a home operate a church farm etc
still
hundreds of
there
for
sections
are
need to enter other
communities
have reached a point where an enlistment worker
gladly welcomed by most of the churches and pastors The
people are willing if the right sort of man will show them the
right sort of way
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A VACATION VISIT TO A
MOUNTAIN
I

Masters
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Superintendent of

Charming and Refreshing Description of a Trip to Fruitland Institute
Baptist Mountain
Typical of the
Which We are Deservedly Proud

had penetrated even to Fruitland but
had read our daily allotment of overseas news from the
Asheville paper which the rural delivery carrier had
settled back into the delicious dreaminess which we were

The

taking with delight as our daily vacation portion
But only for a brief while Miss Martha Sullinger the
lady principal of Fruitland Institute had promised some day
of our visit to tell us about the growth of the school and of
her own life and work there
So when Miss Sullinger came out to the seats under the
shade of the luxuriant oaks not even the hum of the bees
from Professor Meltons apiary as they journeyed from the
other side of the campus over our trees to the sourwood
blossoms in the forest on the mountain side across the creek
could keep me from waking up
The school had started about the year 1899 through the
leadership of Mr A J Justice and other laymen in the Car
olina Association in the region about Hendersonville North
There was tremendous inertia to overcome as is
Carolina
the case in establishing nearly all of the Highland schools
But a Highlander once aroused is himself a specific for
inertia and Brother Justice and his friends established that
school
The start was made in a little log cabin and a
In 1900 the Home Board came
plank building of two stories
to the aid of the brave effort and has maintained its
helper ever since
In 1902 Miss Sullinger came from her Missouri home hav
ing heard a plea from the distinguished Dr J William
Assistant Secretary of the Home Board concerning
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Our Mountain
now have a splendid system of schools numbering
with more than
students There are
engaged in the work of these schools more than two
hundred splendid consecrated teachers
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Task Worth While
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The greatest

cuc

in the mountains
illicit whiskey but

is not

The time has come to give more attention relatively
to making the equipment complete in these Highland
schools It nas well enough to provide the barest
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necessities and stop when the schools
the time is ripe to do more than
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This is
great opportunity of service in the mountain schools
Sullinger
recounted
the
bees
the
to
us
Miss
story
as
about how
hummed above and the cool winds rustled the leaves of the
sturdy oaks on that July day of our brief vacation
From my Missouri home I came directly into the little
When I arrived
school building here as it was in 1902
school was in session and I was conducted at once into a room
in which a hundred children were crowded and was put in

those children
I was also to be lady
was told
I had
principal housekeeper club manager and chaperon
taught in the graded schools of Missouri and had a single task
The promise of Dr Jones as to the opportunity was more than
verified but I wondered if I could ever bear up under all that
was promptly and as a matter of course put upon my shoulders
Taking stock of the housekeeping plant I found in the
that would hold in its firebox only
kitchen one little
Happily I also
two sticks of wood as big as ones wrist
found a jewel of a girl student who could do culinary wonders
with that hopeless little stove and have a good time while she
There was almost no furniture though we were
was at it
essaying to board a number of girls in the little building the
boys staying about in the community wherever they could find
furniture there was had been brought by the girls
from their homes or hammered together by them out of empty
goods boxes
We purchased our provisions from the people in
the community
t

f
r

After looking over this pathetic equipment I made a trip
There was no
seven miles away
out to Hendersonville
bought
I
credit
credit
On
had
but
some
money
a few of
we
the most obviously needed things and we started a process of
growing in equipment by getting just a little at a time of
absolutely needed which is still our plan of procedure
a month in
Board was furnished our students at
well
those early years
do
it
Oh
How did we
we are
boarding them for only
a month now when many a
Southern man of urban habits thinks he is not extravagant to
spend that much on his living in a single day
We were to get some ocular evidence of how the board is
kept down to such an unbelievably small figure
For the en
tire time of our stay at the girls dormitory Miss L W
Jesse who is also a Missourian and a woman of unusual
ability and sterling character was engaged in canning all
This task Miss Jesse
manner of fruits berries and vegetables
unquestionably accepted as a part of her vocation as
domestic science though there were no girls there to be
taught during the vacation
Miss Jesse like Miss Sullinger has several official
at Fruitland but it was as domestic science
the absent girls that we beheld the demonstration of her
gifts
Resultant on her deft and assiduous class sessions
with stove and kitchen there were put into the pantry while we
were there the following canned goods
About fifty
blackberries ditto beans ditto huckleberries endless sweet
pickles and other edibles
Miss Jesse had not begun on ap
ples which were to be had in the community by the
bushels
Perhaps the apple products had later
interesting fact about Miss Jesses vacation
that she receives no salary at
teachers and
all for summer work
salary which she receives in
small
The
common with that of the other mountain school teachers takes a
long vacation each summer though Miss Jesse and many of
the other teachers hardly rest at all during the entire twelve
do not know how they succeed in providing board for
those healthy growing boys at
a month but the above
points in the direction of their success
The Christian schools which Baptists are aiding their Bap
brethren to build and maintain in the mountains do credit

1

both to those who give and those who receive
Through
them hundreds of mountain lads and lasses are making as
much progress in a single generation as
society
had made in four generations This alone is sufficient justification of both of those who receive and those who
also justifies me in explaining without criticism from some
independent and watchful Highlander that when those good
women who made so pleasant our brief stay in the Highland
country spend their summers at work to enable the school to
furnish board for less than it costs during the next session it
does not seem any wonderful thing to the average mountain
matron for her own busy life often is without any
tion other than the satisfaction of doing day by day and
throughout the year her best for those whom she loves
But if a Highland community takes as a matter of course
unrelieved work at hard tasks it does not follow that they do
not appreciate those who thus labor for them and their chil
dren I have not seen anything more beautiful than the simple
unpretentious tokens of esteem and love which the people in that
whole countryside show for the two ladies with whom it was
our good fortune to be domiciled during those brief days of
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should like to write of Professor N A Melton
the school
I should like to tell how thoroughly his many
sided gifts and devoted spirit won our admiration
He sur
passes at anything he does from leading a community
mending a broken school desk or negotiating the most dis
roads in a Ford which has almost
reached the draft age He seems to be busy at all hours and
times without letup and to enjoy it all and he does every
thing well
He is deservedly held in the highest esteem by the
people of that whole
should like to tell of the school plant as it now is of the
separate dormitories for boys and girls of the building in
which carpentry is taught of the principals home and es
of the handsome new main building worth J
through the business ability of Dr Al
but built for J
bert E Brown Superintendent of Home Board Schools
through a liberal contribution by the Home Board and some
liberal giving by friends of the school
The picture herewith
shows the building not quite complete but ready for use
I should like to write my conviction that the time has come
to give more attention relatively to making the equipment com
in these Highland schools
It was well enough to pro
vide the barest necessities and stop when the schools were new
and when so much was to do with so little money The
ripe to do something more than that
But there is space left here only to say that surely no Chris
moun
tian body ever had so great a work as our own
the
than
capable
hands
schools
in
of
the
man
a more
tain
PutHome Board has in the person of Dr Albert E Brown
given
in
moderate
Baptist
making
sums
money
task
of
the
to
produce the greatest educational results to the greatest possible
number of mountain youth he has without doubt gotten results
that surpass in extent and significance any which any other
person ever secured in the educational field in the whole coun
I take pleasure in saying it in
try for the same expenditure
these strong terms in part because we Baptists have often been
quick to criticise what we regard as extravagance but I re
member very few instances in which we have with equal readi
ness commended economy and efficiency in our mission work
which habit does us no special credit
My hat is off to Principal N A Melton to his able asso
Miss Sullinger to Misses Jesse and Cockerham teachers
and domestic science experts all of whom placed us under
obligations through unfailing kindnesses to all the more than
Highland school teachers of the Home Board system
Here are men and women who are doing a great work with a
great spirit but who receive little recognition and praise from
men even from the children of light
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The Unfinished Task

1

THE WORLDS
of every name

and Taoists

Hindus
Buddhists

Animists

NOT CHRISTIAN

Unclassified

Total

i

DISTRIBUTION OF CHRISTIANS BY

Eastern

Catholics

Catholics

Protestants

North America
South America
Europe
Asia
Africa
Oceania

i

Totals
BAPTISTS IN THE WORLD
According to American Baptist Year Book
America United States Canada South America
Europe
Asia

Africa

Total
of Christianity against heathenism and false
Twenty centuries have witnessed the clearing of the way for the mightiest of all
In the impending
and
barriers
forced the issue squarely
international
down
has
War
broken
Great
The
religions bearing the Christian name
doubt thai Jesus
we
may
moment
world progress will be set back for centuries Not for one
mar of spiritual ideals Christianity must conquer or
They did fail
be
to
seen
remains
not
him
or
his professed followers will fail
and his principles are equal to the colossal task But whether
Jaunted our
have
they
not
but
progress
have
retarded
These
truth
failures
to the
him in other crises when the world might have been turned
the
do
not
but
we
fail
discouraged
be
if
nor
will
not
he
opportunity
hour
fail
of
invincible Leader If we fail him in this supreme
Lord
came
since
our
more hopeful of accomplishment than ever before
The task is great and
heart thrills to think of the future
to every individual of the race Baptists must have a far greater part
making
known
Jesus
unfinished
task
mighty
of
this
In the finishing of
has been That the type of Christianity for which We stand shall one day be
in the future than they have had in the past as glorious as that
Let us listen to the challenge of the task and the worsen
the New Testament
Christ
and
dominant is as certain as that it is the Christianity of
laboring
missionaries
are
which
our
lo us from the fields in
as it
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The Call of the Task in
C L Neal
the south of us lies the beautiful country of Mexico rich in natural resources but
religiously Its fifteen millions of people in their ignorance
Inexpressibly
destitution and misery ought to appeal to us mightily for they are our
ere more accessible than the people of any other foreign field Rev C L Neal our
devoted missionary at Toluca reveals the need and the opportunity in this striking story
of a mission trip to Taxco in the State of Guerrero

In September I made a mission trip
down into Zapatas country the State of
Guerrero We have had no worker in
this section for six years because of the
I took with me Sr
war conditions
worked in this State
who
Manuel Trevino

t

1

eight years ago
This country has been laid waste for
Scarcely anything
the last six years
little has been
and
that
has been raised
stolen
We would go for miles without
planted and when we
anything
seeing
came in sight of a cornfield we knew a
town was near for the people did not
The
venture very far out of the town
people were almost starved to death in
those parts many of them being mere
skeletons
If the influenza strikes those
parts but few of the people can live for
they have no power to resist
Some of the towns were almost de
In one town the roofs were
and they had been un
made of
roofed and the tile all broken and the

doors and windows torn out and burned
The houses were not burned for they
brick
were made of
After three days traveling through a
country as I have described we came to
Taxco a town of about five thousand in
habitants in normal times but now
about three thousand This is a min
ing town and is built on the mountain side
A wagon or even a cart cannot be used
there for the streets are so steep that it is
difficult to walk down them This town
though small has nine Catholic churches
and the finest one of them cost
S currency and the little house
have for service is in the shadow of this
fine

hearts were made glad when we
met the few members who remained there
for they were still zealous the work and
not afraid to let the world know that
Christians
Sr Mirando one of
the members has kept up
now they have a Sunday school We

stayed there five days and had

services

Several were converted and some of them
When we ar
are preparing for baptism
rived news was sent to other member
and some came a long distance One
man walked all day to get to the meet
ing
I do not know how far he came
for they count distance here by hours and
not by miles
Out at the edge of the town a large
cross has been put up and on one side a
In front
stone wall has been built
two pillars have been built to support the
roof which extends from the stone wall
The roof and pillars were ornamented and
It is al
made a very attractive place
most in ruins now for the fourth time
Once it was destroyed by an
I visited
three times by lightning
this place and here is what I found
He that repeals with devotion before M
holy cross five Lords prayers and
Marias in memory of the five sora
him
of our Lord Jesus Christ gains for
When
days of indulgence
self
why
you read this inscription you can see
the people are so anxious to keep this
place built up This is only one of thou
I
sands of such ridiculous things found
we were
there and found the prisoners in a
The town had no
ing condition
feed them with and the families

I also visited the jail while

i

t
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many of the prisoners did not live
I talked to the jailor and he said that
the starving was good for them for it was-

On the day
a part of their punishment
the
jail
the
visited
of the
I
people
that
town took the prisoners a dinner and
while they were eating tracts and
given them to read and the next day
they sent for more
On Monday morning we took our
leave and we saw demonstrated
custom of Pauls time The Christians
accompanied us about two miles on the
way and told us goodbye with tears in
Sr Trevino and I took our
their eyes
three days journey over the mountains
I
again and landed safely in Toluca
have been asked if there were no
do not know but this I know if God
In
calls us to go it is our duty to go
all my trips God has protected me
Five years have passed since we have
had a worker in the field which we have
visited and now is the time to open tle
work again

r
Fruits of faithful witness in

in Name Pagan in

1

J L Hart

t

Rosario

Crossing the narrow strip of land which divides North and South America toe come
Argentina the second greatest of the South American Republics and the most rapidly
graving
The
inhabitants are almost wholly Catholic but perhaps there is no
spot on earth where the gospel is needed more
The
story of Missionary J L
Hart reveals the amazing religious destitution of the Argentines and sets forth the task of
Baptists in mailing Christ nonn to these blinded and misled multitudes

1

to

The Bible is largely unknown in Ar
gentina
It is true that American and
British Bible Societies have for fifty years
been trying to circulate Gods Word in
great land
And yet the fact re
mains that the real teachings of the
as unknown there as in any of the so
called pagan lands
Bishop Bustos the
Catholic bishop of the Province of Cor
dova has recently published a long ar
in the principal daily paper of Ar
this

gentina calling this a pagan land
If the
such
Catholic bishop makes
a statement
what must be the real spiritual
the
is not my intention in this article to
discuss religious conditions in
rather to give a few of my
trying to take the Bible to the
has been my privilege and
I
travel nearly all over Argentina
have talked with all classes of her citi

r

t

f

church and congregation

44

H-

Durango

and I can truly say that with the
rarest exceptions I have found no one with
any adequate idea of what the Bible
teaches
There are all kinds of
ous ideas as will be seen from what fol
lows Now if Argentina is a pagan landas Bishop Bustos says then he and his
church are to blame for it
On one occasion in the town of
were talking with a rather cultured
woman about the Bible Oh U said one
uI once had that Book Dont talk to
me about it It is of the devil for it made
my husbands horse run away throwing
him out of the buggy and nearly killing
him
I at once burned it
Well U said I that is very interest
ing
Please tell me all about how it
zens

a

i

J

reply she said The day after the
accident I went to confession and on tell
ing the priest what had happened he
asked me if I had not bought a book
called the Bible from a man who had been
going from house to house selling them a
few days before
I told him that I had
He said the book caused the accident and
advised me to burn it
On returning
home I at once burned the book and
would not have another in my house for

r
l

1

fU

If

this were an isolated case it
be so bad but I recite it as an ex

1
I

I

ample of one of the many such cases that
come under my observation
The above
case occurred in the diocese of the Bishop
who called this country a pagan land
Is there any wonder when such condi
exist

Buried with Him

to walk In newness of
on the Campos field

baptismal scene

j
j-

I

anything

Here is another example A man had
bought a Bible while sick in the
went to see him and was trying to ex
plain what the Book was
A nun came
along and on seeing the Bible flew into

i
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t
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God

that made the world and all

things therein
and earth
with hands
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he being Lord of heaven
not in temples made
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I asked him if he had
Jesus in Canaan
the
Bible
read
He of course re
ever
plied in the negative
Need I relate more
The bishop is
is a pagan land and will
remain so if we do not do more than we
have been doing to evangelize it And
now I will cite some cases to show what c I
i
has and is doing to enlighten
the Bible
1
those who have come under the
the Spirit of God through their knowl
edge of His Book often without direct
human agency
What might not be the
precious
truths were generally
result if its
known
We do not realize and I am
afraid we do not thank God enough for
the fact that in our own great country it
1
is the unbiased truths of the Bible so
widely known among our people that have
1
given us our present state of
ideas of democracy and of the broth
of mankind which have inspired us
as a nation to rise in arms against injustice 1
brutality and autocracy
tI

Dont read that the average in intelligence
That all
a rage and cried out
heretical book
It speaks against the doubt may be expelled I will cite an ex
I replied
You are quite
I recently had with one of
holy virgin
Opening the Bible at the
mistaken
first chapter of Luke I asked her to read
therefore ye worship In ignorance
vr
She did so and with some
this I set forth unto you
Oh I thought it was the ProtestThen turning to him who
ant Bible
T
had bought the Book she said It is all
right you may read it
Then as she
turned and left we could not refrain from
smiling at the profound ignorance of
Gods Word she had shown That same
day in the same town in company with a
we were talking in one of the
parks with a man much interested in pur
chasing a copy of the Bible
The copy
held in his hand had a red
the
riding
Some women came along and
to listen to what we were saying
ti
v tV
When they saw the binding of the Book
they said
See that is what the priests
BAPTIST CHAPEL IN PORTELLA CAMPOS FIELD BRAZIL
told us about that book
It is even the
color of the devil
Let no one think leading professors of the large university
On last Sunday August 25 at the
that I am writing of some few ignorant We were talking about the proposed di
close of the service a man lingered to talk
people for such is not the case In every vorce law
How dare we
said he
with me about his spiritual condition He
instance mentioned the people were above
meddle with an institution established by began by saying I was reared a Catholic
and have always thought that I was a
1
Christian until recently when a friend of
among
flock
Is
Tend the
of God which
neither as lording it over the charge
mine gave me a book called the New Tes
for filthy lucre but
allotted to you but making your
of a ready mind
and since I have been reading it
to the flock
selves
I find that I am not a Christian and have
never known the truth of Jesus at allI opened the New Testament and read
and prayed with him and had the joy of
leading him to the Saviour before he left
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meLet us
not fail to appreciate the full
significance of this incident
A life trans
formed a soul saved perhaps many souls
saved through the reading of a book
Does it not prove that Gods Spirit is us
ing the Word with great power and that
greater miracles are being performed now
than when Jesus said
Greater works
Oh
shall ye do for I go to my Father
those
if you could hear as I have from
who have tasted and found that the Lordis good
the insistent question Why aw-
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Oh if my mother
you not come sooner
only known of
had
gone
or father who are
this

Now they are lost forever
inconsolable when they first
What are we to say
terrible truth

Because we were not sent
Let
it not be said of you I was an hungered
and ye gave me not to eat
For you
know one of the least of these may
mean some soul in Argentina

Jackson

the north of Argentina with an area greater than all of Europe and a
fifteen millions lies Brazil the fourth largest country in the world in size In this na
The missionary to Brazil can preach the gospel to rep
tion the ends of the earth meet
nation
here
every
are pagans
Cath
for
Africans
of
equally without the truth as it is in Jesus Christ Perhaps in no field in which
we have missionaries is there so great opportunity as in Brazil if We press the tork in this
strategic hour Read this story of Rev E A Jacksons that your heart may thrill to r e
call of these our Samaritan neighbors of the neglected continent

The budget system has been
year on the Victoria field
at the State meeting it was then pre
to the eight outside districts in
as many

institutes

It

is

encouraging and

gladdens the heart to see the old
new congregations in this crisis fall
into line and contribute regularly to the
ten causes fostered by Brazilian Baptists
That they should raise their budget and
the first
make strides toward
year leads us to hope for greater things in
the coming days
Only two churches were organized this
year both in the banner district on con
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Need and Opportunity
E A

ij

ministry he has baptized about
He
nine
has
churches
now
and seventeen con
some with over forty mem
bers under his care Would not some
one be glad to relieve him of part of his
burden by making it possible to put

with churches for many months
visit of a pastor
Among the candi
dates were children of Brazilian whites
Indians Americans
Italians
Many others were left
Africans
determined to obey the gospel that we
hope may be found apt for baptism on
the visit of a pastor
Rejoice with us
that many of every nation tongue and
tribe are coming under the sway of the
Redeemers love
In the city of Alfonso Claudio the
large moving picture hall was loaned us
for a meeting The attendance was cal
Twelve came on foot
at
sixteen miles from the last point visited
The proprietors of two large coffee and
sugar plantations invited us to be their
guests and preach to them and their em
At that of D Helena Moraes
we left a promising group of inquirers
With better equipment in teachers
building and apparatus we could train the
scores of bright boys and girls in the

i

J
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i

t
f
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When he saw the multitudes he was
moved with compassion tor them because
they were distressed and scattered as
sheep not having a

Corrego dAgua was organ
own building and already main
its day and Sunday schools ladies
aid and young people societies
few days of its organization
members were received for baptism with
Both there
many others applying
Joa Neiva bands of volunteer evan
were organized and at the latter
place a night school directed without
charge by a Brazilian partly trained in
the United States to teach those who
could not read and help train the workers
Reaching Corrego dAgua somewhat late
after twelve miles over terrible roads ina pouring rain we found about
peo
pie waiting for us at the church
We
crowd on the Avenue the principal street of Bahia It is easy
preach to multitudes who have never heard the gospel
found candidates there who had been
waiting for baptism for FIVE
I had the mountains who want preparation for the
another worker on the field
that journey of ten days
service of the Master and win the chil
him
seeing
baptize
candi
nineteen
of
people followed their Lord in
joy
days I got dates during those days in which many dren of such men as Dr Jose Moraes
a journey of
Two day and
On the day we left the hospitable board
others came to decision
off at the end of one railway and rode
socie
of the Moraes hacienda we rode about
about
climbing at night schools two young peoples
miles
miles and only had a chance at a
ties were organized a church building ded
times to altitudes where the frost had
encouraged
churches
other
meal
twelve
hours after the last
and
to
just nipped vegetation to the end of
go forward with their buildings already
As the people who have just done so
another railway before starting back home
begun
much to help win the great conflict for
The visit was first to the field of an evan
gelist who is a converted criminal and
The last journey of a month was over political liberty the Master is looking to
the field of Jose Neves adjoining that of you for munitions and men to carry His
the field of the pastor who won him
The mountains were so bloodstained banner into all the world
The pastor himself was at one time the Pastor Balbino
the
roads so dangerous in places
and to victory over every foe How glad
terror of his community
He had been steep and
many are today that they had a part in
that we climbed over them on foot Be
praying for years that the man who bap
riding
walking
winning
made
the war for democracy but un
jour
and
we
a
tween
him might have opportunity to go
miles preached sixty
and full of glory will be the
over the field with him to see something of
ney of about
baptized candidates seven joy of those who spend and are spent in
what God had wrought and help him win one times
winning the world to Jesus
others to Jesus
In the five years of his times and celebrated the Lords Supper
in its
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The Call of Chinas
February 1912 when the Manchu dynasty was overthrown and a republic
souls swung out into the current of the
China nin ib
potentially the greatest nation on earth
Out of every four people in the World one is
Contact with the West is rapidly breaking down isolation prejudice and
Chinese
The gospel never had a greater chance than with this giant nation
heathen superstition
Shall we be wise and faithful
struggling toward democracy and
the
plead
case
missionaries
Let our
enough to grasp it

Mans Field
f

I

t

t
j

F
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Rev John Lake Canton South China
Without calling any names let me
brief survey of the field in South China
committed to one missionary and his wife
This field includes a part of

metropolis together with six wens
with a territory about
counties
that of Connecticut and Rhode Island
and a population of nobody knows what
This field also includes the famous
Sunning from which have gone to
America some seventy per cent of the 70
Chinese who are there to say nothing
of those who emigrate to other countries
As a consequence we have members or
friends and correspondents among the
Chinese in New York Brooklyn Balti
more Washington Chicago San Fran
In
cisco Seattle and other big cities
many of these cities there are Baptist Sun
day schools for Chinese and these send
back to us earnest Christians and funds
for the support of the work in their na
tive country
Fourteen years ago the above mentioned
Sunning county had one Baptist
now has six One is rented with funds
from the Foreign Mission Board I one is
ted with funds from Chinese in Chi
go and one is rented by the native Bap
Home Mission Board with help from
Chinese in America three were
the Chinese locally with help from
Chinese and their friends in several coun
tries
The last of these to be built is to
be seen in the accompanying
at the time of the dedication this
year Connected with it in a rented
building is a flourishing boys school
you can see some of its Boy Scouts in the

preachers wife also taught a girls
school until she and her husband were
called to another field and now the Chi
nese Baptists of that section are about to
This
open a school on a larger scale
enterprise was launched at the last annual
meeting of the native Baptist association
there amid a wave of sacred enthusiasm
when native preachers and teachers
months salary for this girls school
China has long believed in the
its sons but this movement by the Chi
nese for the education of their
at the expense of the Foreign Mission
Board but largely at their own
epochal if not
brief this missionary couple has the
joy and privilege of assisting in this big

March
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densely populated field six organized
churches with some forty of these chapels
and schools employing more than fifty
Chinese Baptist preachers teachers Bible
and during the
women and
past ten years or so they have had the joy
of putting up a house of worship a year
in some cases buying buildings and re
fitting them
We have also erected or
bought and refitted several buildings for
boys schools and for girls schools There
baptisms last year
were in this field 1

Training Chinas Christian
G

P

Bostick
Interior China

In our Interior Mission in China we
no school for teacher or preacher
training though the Bible is part of the
curriculum in all our schools from primary
f and
Besides this we have winter
UP

1919

summer classes for Bible study of about
four weeks in the summer and sometimes
shorter in the winter The class was held
during July this year at
and
the teaching Was done by brethren Law
ton Sallee Herring Townshend and
Louthan Brother Lawton having general
oversight and two or three Chinese Christian men These are all regular and busy
workers during the year in their
departments of the regular work The
this summer were the Life
studies
Graves Isaiah Psalms
by
Dr
Christ
of
2 Corinthians and singing and one class t
in reading and reciting the Word ffrom I
memory
we had nine students
From
ranging in age from 16 to 77 all having
walked the distance going and coming the
trip for those from our western out
j
miles
and from
stations being about
they
going
In
the eastern ones over
had rain for parts of two or three days
and had literally to wade for a good part
of the way but they have all returned
well and cheerful and apparently grateful r
for the help they got from their studies r
While there they heard of very serious I
operations by bandits in their home local j
of them have
were quite anxious but no one left the
f
class
Returning they were traveling till after it
dark one night and lost their way and were
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The latest addition to our Baptist equipment in the Sunning field South
locally built and supported
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concerned for a few minutes
seeing no one in sight nor any village
This they
Someone suggested praying
did and when they had finished a countryman was passing who led them to their ex
They believe im
stopping place
in looking to the Lord in all things
Of our nine five are employed either
for full or part time as evangelists
ing those on full time less than 5 and
those on part less than 2 per month and
all these have families so we had to help
them on their traveling expenses which we
did to the amount of less than 3
The total number attending the class
from all four of our central stations was
more than fifty
May I urgently request that all readers
will remember this class in their prayers
Some of them are mere boys with all of
lifes responsibilities and opportunities be
fore them and some men of a good Chi
nese education one man in his
but when they returned here he
seemed as enthusiastic and cheerful as any
of them
You can readily see how sore is our
need for a more extensive arrangement for
educating in Gods Word these men who
must be the mainstay in reaching the vast
population of this great

vided
The house was full and many
stood around the door and window to hear
the message of redemption We
relays until late in the night and then
dismissed the crowd but found groups of
interested ones at different places in and
around the buildings hearing and asking
questions
It was my great joy to join
with some of the believers in a small group
just outside of the chapel door on the
hillside
The moon gave forth her light in her
tropical beauty as the clouds swiftly gath
ered and broke away Different ones in
I
in the worlds Saviour came
was greatly impressed by the number of
old men and women who came to hear
the way of life I always asked the old
this is the polite
men how old are you

souls been forced to to all so long for the
blessings of our Saviour
These
well
them
for
as us and it is our
as
duty and joy to bear these glad tidings of
great joy to all the
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Long Wait
Rev Sidney J Townshend
Interior China
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I have

been waiting twenty
said an old grey
years to hear this
a
bearded Chinaman to a
market town twenty li from this station

Hullo

Honan
Twenty years
book
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ago I bought this
copy
said he pulling a
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commit

The things
which thou
hast
me among
many
witnesses

I

who
shall be able
to teach
others also
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Memorable Night
Near

J R

1

Saunders

Tung Shan

6

1

Canton

this spring we
a visit to
had a very rare experience that seldom
comes to one and shall never be
our party Early in the morning we
took a small boat to use in visiting a sec
tion where much interest has been
the gospel
Our party consisted of
three Chinese preachers two theological
students from the seminary in Canton one
foreign missionary and several Christians
field
belonging to the
Early in the afternoon we reached the
first town and found a neat little chapel
which had been provided by those inter
ested in the gospel A large crowd
We preached and talked prayed and
sang giving an opportunity for those who
wished to confess Christ and to others to
tell their experience in following the
Saviour A large number expressed a de
sire to know the Saviour
We had a meal
with the brethren and friends and
our journey to the next town
We arrived at the next town where we
were to spend the night after dark Some
We
had come to lead us to this place
had dismissed our boat and decided to
Reaching this
walk to the next town
town after dark we found a large crowd
ready to receive us As soon as we arrived
and drank tea we started services in the
chapel which the interested ones had pro

Leaders of the

Summer Conference for preachers
and school teachers

thing to do in China as we are
show great respect to age and I
number who were over seventy but to
my surprise between 110 and 11
of the women went and brought the
grandmother
to hear the message of
old
salvation She was brought by her daugh
A considerable crowd came
with her some leading others by her
and
How old is she
I said
side
old
She
years
replied
they
sat for a long time and heard about
We had sometimes to pass
the Saviour
the message to feeble ears by having it re
by her children but we all
a great privilege to find one on the bor
derland still anxious to know the way of
families in this
found
place wanting to know the truth as it is in
Why have these anxious
Jesus Christ

Sunday school workers

of Dr Griffith Johns Gate of Virtue
and Wisdom from the folds of his long
and I have been waiting ever
garment
since to know more about it
The
pronounced
like
speaker was a Mr Kia
Jar 84 years old but hale and hearty a
grape grower and farmer
were soon in
He and the
earnest conversation with the result that
the old man came to the gospel hall in the
city where he heard the gospel fully ex
took some time to convince the old
man that he was a sinner but as he read
He
the New Testament the light came
was baptized and for over two years en
dured the persecution of his eldest son a
man over 60 whom the old man still
Last year
spoke of as his little child
he passed peacefully away rejoicing in
Christ Jesus as his Saviour
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Key to the
C K Dozier Fukuoka
A key although out of all proportion smaller than the door it unlocks is nevertheless
Japan is an archipelago of about
of vital importance in effecting an entrance
body
land The total area is about the
main
the
of
constitute
which
islands six of
Yet in these islands live more than
that of Colorado and Nebraska together
Japan
people Hio have come to be the recognized leaders of the East A Christianized
missionaries
email
our
opportunities
Marvelous
would mean eventually a Christian Asia
and equipment
if roe but respond to their call for

We have been greatly rejoiced over the
coming to us of Dr and Mrs Love to

visit the field and see our work and its
needs Their visit was indeed a blessing-

to us While we had seen Dr Love at
the conventions we had not known him
To know him is to love him
personally
He impressed us as a man who weighs
matters very carefully and who tries to see
both sides of a question His visit was a
benediction to us all and we had a very
satisfactory meeting with him in our mis
He was of great help to
sion meeting
His visit has meant much to our co
us
His con
laborers among the Japanese
visit to
his
worth
ference with them was
for
go
and
We take courage
the field
ward We feel that Southern Baptists
have done well to put him at the head of
the work We believe he will carry back
with him a large store of information
which will greatly help him and the
deciding matters which come up for dis
and settlement We are
Gods protection may be over him as
he visits the other fields in the East for
already the Spanish influenza is
in Japan and China
hile he and Mrs Love were with us
sad news of the death of our beloved
C T Willing
and faithful
of our joy we
midst
the
In
ham came
were saddened by the news of him
could ill afford to lose We had been
praying that God would give us another
couple to work with Brother and Sister
Willingham on the Kokura field and now
the only worker we had for that most im
field is no more How often he
begged that men might be sent out to be
preparing to take the place of those who

for one cause or another might be
And now he has
give up the work
laid down the work he was doing so
grandly
He was greatly loved by both
his fellow missionaries and the Japanese
How we shall
workers and Christians
Who will answer the call for
miss him
someone to take up the work he has laid
Oh that they might have
down
the field studying and getting ready for
Now we must wait for some
the work
years before those who are to take his
At present
place can get the language
wife
his
are doing
Brother Bouldin and
the work and were they not needed for
other work they would be worthy suc
of our beloved brother and his
Willingham and his wife were
wife
They are greatly
model missionaries
honored among us We do not know why
God took one so well fitted for the

Japan
We rejoice greatly over the coming of

the two new missionaries to help us How
good it seemed to welcome young
We be
missionaries in our midst
missionaries
fine
new
lieve we have two
May God give them every blessing for the
language study and in their future work
We plead for still others We need
We are asking the
very many more
Board to send us out others as soon as
they can
We are facing a new day in
In a truer
the evangelization of Japan
and larger meaning the two nations will
be neighbors We must give this
Christ They have a new
our nation since the entrance of the
United States in the war We are in
more favor than we have ever been in
their eyes There is no better way to cul

the friendship between the two na
than to send men and women who
know the spirit which actuated the United
States in this war Southern Baptists must
wake up to the opportunity which
Now that the war is over we must
awake and be valiant for our Master
Yes our hearts have beat faster ever since
the news was flashed over the wires that
at last an armistice had been signed
We lifted our
and peace was assured
heavenly
Father
hearts in gratitude to our
We realize that it
for the good news
the world will
before
time
will be some
be normal but since the fighting of the
armies is over let us prepare for greater
Those who have
service for our Master
been unstinting with their lives for their
native lands can now give them to the
Ruler of all the nations Surely he needs
their best service if this world is to remain
safe for democracy and freedom
We plead for reinforcements for our
work Just as England and France were
in great need of the soldiers sent by our
nation to their rescue so we need to re
recruits so we may win the battles
against the army of the great enemy of
mens souls We are fighting for the lib
of men from the oppression of sin
IIf we win in our fight then the armies with
guns and cannons will not be needed The
heroic may not seem to be in our battles
but it is nevertheless We are fighting a
winning battle though it may require gen
to win the final victory We must
have the patience so wonderfully
the French and British during the last
two years We know that our battle is on
the side of freedom and righteousness and
therefore we cannot fail But unless we
have the conviction that our soldiers had
that we will win even though it shall re
quire our very best and our all then we
shall be slow in winning The same spirit
which actuated our President when he de
war on the German nation is our
spirit We are for the liberation of man
kind from oppression and despotism
caused by sin in its various
the souls of men Send us recruits
and send them quickly We do not cry

1
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The hope of Japan and the

and students of

Fukuoka Japan
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Our Brother Willingham has gone
We need others to take his place and enter
wolf

neW fields

From Kure to Nagasaki and Kago
shima we should have a continuous line of
preaching stations instead of the fifteen at
There are too
present being worked
From Kure to
many gaps in the line
only one little station and one preach
The towns ought to be
place
ing
at present we cannot do it with our
Then there are whole pre
limited force
in the island of Kyushu where

Ceo Green

and Mohammedan women and that they

Baptist work Can you think of Tennes
see not having any Baptist work in it
Well we have spaces equally as large
where we have no Baptist work in Japan
Japan is a small nation in area but she
is a power in the East
We need her
friendship and cooperation in making the
world fit to live in
There is no better
way for the two nations to walk in har
mony together than through the lead of
the Christ
If both nations follow the
Christ then they will ever be friendly Let
us do our part in giving them the Christ

were not to be molested
This year as soon as the plans for the
Oro festival were made known in
I Went to see the native ruler and reminded
him of the officials communication that
Oro did not extend to Christian and Mo
He replied that he
women
planning
to come to see me that ar
was
satisfactory to all might be
made
He then suggested that the Oro
people should come out on the streets at
about 6 PM or sundown and continue
their proceedings till 6 AM or sunup
when they should enter their houses and
those women who wished to do so could
then come out on the streets also that the
proceedings of the last and eighth day
which usually continued until noon or even
1
PM should conclude this year at
the women
AM so that by
free to come and go as they
thought the plan suggested
native ruler had the plans duly an
throughout the town by the town
criers that all might hear and give heed
The plans were carried out as
this morning the morning of the eighth
and great day of the festival nearly
girls and women were present at our Bap
Nearly two
churches in
girls
hundred
and women present in Bap
churches on the closing and great day
of the Oro festival Surely this marks the
dawning of a new day for the women of
We thank God for the faith
and courage of these girls and women to
break with an ancient custom of their peo
and to openly declare themselves to be
Christians for no heathen girl or woman
fearing the vengeance of Oro would have
the courage to venture out on the streets
before noon as on previous years
Oro like several other phases of heathen
worship is dying its day is waning civil
is coming and coming rapidly in
May it be a
this colony of Nigeria
Christian civilization

Nigeria

With the exception of Asia Africa is the largest of the continents Its vast territory Is
Its people num
almost equal to the combined territory of North America and Europe
by negroes
About
ber more than
of Africa is
This
Southern Baptists have missions in only one field among these
however is the gateway to the Sudan and is perhaps the most strategic single field on the
Come over and help us 1 as
With imperative voice our workers are crying
continent
they report wonderful victories under overwhelming difficulties

June 23 was the eighth and
closing day of the Oro festival at
mosho
Oro is a heathen festival and is
associated with the worship of the de
IIt is held annually and
parted spirits
The date of the
lasts for eight days
festival is so arranged as to conclude on
Sunday

the day of the full moon of the month of
June Only males participate in Oro wor
ship females are supposed to be
the nature and manner of the Oro pro

These proceedings take
the streets between the hours of sunset
and the early forenoon weird sounds pro

by the Oro worshipers whirling rap
idly through the air a flat piece of hard
wood or iron attached by a strong string
to a pole six or eight feet in length are
heard in the moonlit streets of all
the town The women are not
see the Oro and are not allowed to be
out on the streets during the hours
to the Oro worshipers the mysterious
messages of the Oro supposed to be mes
sages from the departed spirits and in
some way related to the god they
the women with fear that some great
catastrophe will overtake them should they
violate this requirement of Oro hence it is
rigidly adhered to by the women and
to it that the markets are closed and
that they are in their compounds before
sundown and also that the door of the
compound remains closed until well on to
10
in the morning
Year by year this restriction on the
women has affected the attendance of
women at our churches so much so that
the morning service of the Sunday
Oro period has been characterized by
an entire absence of girls and women
Think of a service for public worship and
Last year
not a girl or woman present

Page Seventeen

most of our work is where we have no

Neediest and Most Neglected

on the Oro Sunday one native woman was
brave enough to come to church On my

way home from the morning service at half
past eleven the doors of all
closed and not a woman was to be
On my arrival homeseen on the streets
I at once sat down and wrote a letter to
the British official of the district and re
ported to him the condition of affairs in
on that Sunday morning
pointing out that it was an interference
with the personal and religious liberty of
girls and women whose custom
nearly
it was to attend Sunday school and church
service at our Baptist churches
He very
promptly and sympathetically replied slat
ing that it was understood that Oro did
not in any way concern or have to do with
He
Christian or Mohammedan women
stat
also wrote to the ruler of
ing that Oro did not extend to Christian

I

j

1

Baptist Church and congregation on the morning of the ordination of
July 28 1918
John Adigun
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Abounding Unto the Riches of Liberality
Plan of

Led by Consecrated Pastor
Preparation and Execution by which Successful Churches

A Missionary

Institute for

the Whole
J E

1

Dillard Southside Baptist

Church Birmingham

Ala

The plan outlined below carried out success
Joseph Mo
fully in a large city church in St adaptation
to
capable
is
of
that
presents an idea
Beyond
almost any community and congregation

i

missionary
question it would revolutionize the
such
a foun
With
situation within a few years
may
roe
inspiration
and
dation of information
be
al
would
well believe that splendid offerings
modi
necessary
Try it with
most spontaneous
1
in your church this

I

t

a

4

I

t
r

l
r
I

i
I

l

have tried a good many plans and
does not
have found that the same plan
timealways work so I vary my plans from
that
ago
while
to time I found a good
the plan of simply taking a public
to
tion and then having a small committee
church
call upon the other members of the
In a
with
us
did not work very well
we
church with nearly 11000 members
people that con
never had more than
on this plan and the total
never very large
The following plan has worked well
First I have a Board of Missions com
posed of about fifteen or twenty of the
leading men and women of the
dignify this committee by the name of
and impress upon them that
them to have general supervision over
the mission interests of our church
That is to conduct a campaign of
tion in the Sunday school and young peo
ples societies to have oversight of the
mis
mission study classes to work out a
sion budget to put on the
to take subscriptions for the mis
periodicals to conduct mission
prayer meetings at least once per month
and in every way possible to advance the
cause of missions in our
have this board of missions to meet
and make out a budget for all depart
ments of the church also to make out a
mission study program for all
the church suggesting amounts to be
raised from each department and in some
instances assigning specific objects to
I then have
tain classes or departments
this committee to provide a series of five
minute talks in the Sunday school and
mission talks from the
have
pulpit by members of this board and have
much mission literature distributed
I then have this board to arrange with
me for a school of missions lasting a week
At the first session on Sunday
have members of the board of missions
present and seated on the platform also
we have several returned missionaries pres
ent and have these introduced to the con

The program of

mission study

for the week is presented very briefly and
the classes
school of missions meets at
PM with classes for boys and girls young
I get a very
people women and men
attractive woman to teach the class for
boys and girls she has a post card ma
chine and study books I have a
to teach the class for the young peo
pIe I usually secure the principal of one
of the high schools for this I usually get
the state secretary of missions to teach the
class for women and teach the class for
men myself I also have a room for little
children and have some of my primary
teachers to tell them missionary stories and
I do this
show them missionary curios
because many of the mothers cannot come
unless provision is made for the
I

I
I

now complete the doing also
that as
wrote Paul to the Corinthians
there
so
will
there Was the readiness to
out
also
of your
may be the completion
sug
given
were
there
Last month
ability
value
practical
much
for the
of
rais
the
plans
for
making of preparatory
Mission
Foreign
and
Home
ing of
this number additional suggestions are
But the doing of it 1 This is the
given
vital matter Any plan is better than no
plan but no plan will work itself Let
every nerve be stretched and every ounce
of spiritual energy be summoned for the
task that lies ahead of raising two and
million dollars between now and

April 30

Cle

Worthily to Home and Foreign Missions

An

Canvass

Under
M R Cooper

Heathsville

Va

The tools do not make the carpenter but the
carpenter is mightily helped by having the right
fools
Pastor Cooper describes the revolution
The
which tool place in his country church
church is located in a prosperous county in the
Northern Neck of Virginia the birthplace of the
Lees and other notables where
the very atmosphere develops conservatism

In a business session of the church the
work of the Virginia General
presented by the pastor
The ap
elders
The
necessary
the
was
of
plan submitted was adopted but without
Perhaps it would not have
enthusiasm
been adopted had it been known that it
would certainly be executed
Mission sermons in broken doses were
preached and references to mission let
in the HOME AND FOREIGN FIELDS
and the Religious Herald were made reg
Thus the fire of missionary en
was kindled

The plan as outlined was
canvass
The
2 The deacons were appointed
1

to

make the canvass for church expenses and
missions
3 The pledge cards and duplex en
were placed in the hands of the
I

After the study hour we all
the auditorium and have a stereopticon
minutes and then
lecture lasting
close with a mission address by a returned
missionary I have usually been fortunate
enough to have a different returned mis
for each
have found this plan to work very
The first year wp tried it
well indeed
in attendance and the
we had over
attendance increased from year to year at
each year
the rate of about
Following this school of missions on the
next Sunday the pastor should preach on
missions and in the afternoon the every
member canvass for missions should be
and
made between the hours of
found from actual experience that
about three times as many people were
reached and about double the amount of
money received as we were in the habit of
receiving under the old plan It is
tant that good judgment be exercised in
canvas but thatmaking the
It will work well if it is
is another story
well worked

treasurer and deacons

Two chief difficulties were in the way
The plan had once before been
adopted and had failed because it was
No plan will succeed
never worked
1

without a man behind it who will push
2 The deacons are good men but all
are busy farmers and the membership
widely scattered more than fifty
the state who cannot be persuaded to
or give to mis
call for letters of
through the home church

For years their plan had been for the

treasurer to appoint certain women and
girls to solicit funds for missions and they
were known as church beggars and the
masses gave them a quarter each And
thus they lived at this poor dying rate
rather than get out of the ruts and try a
new road
In a business meeting the church
refused to set a task for itself as to
Al
any definite amount for missions
mem
though in the habit of assessing the
for pastors salary they
take the mission work seriously The
situation became very exasperating to the

r

I
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the midst of the tomato season the
busiest season of the year when money
was most plentiful the pastor took the
matter in his own hands and took a dea
con with him in his Ford car and made
canvass for missions
the
leaving the other part for the deacons

response was cheerful generous
universal and surprising to those who said
II
half the church never give
a member offered less than a dollar

On a Country
T A

J

Beasley President

Clark Memorial College Newton Miss
President Beasley for more than twenty years
country and village churches where
his constructive leadership mas powerfully felt in
behalf of missions

The Bible lays down no one definite
We are told to give
plan of giving
give as the Lord has prospered us
The Jews were required to give a tenth
besides their freewill offerings
Chris
should certainly not give less than the
The Lord sets no limit as to how
Jews
much we shall give
One gave all that
she

had and the Lord commended her for

her spirit of

writer has tried the
spasmodic plan
This is better than no
plan It has many defects
It is too un
certain The day appointed for the col
lection may be an unfavorable day andas in the case of hanging when the hour
passes nothing is done till another set

has the fault of not developing the peo
in the grace of giving
Who would
think of trying to develop muscle in a
child by giving it all the milk it
could drink once a year
It has the se
rious drawback of letting the cause suffer
One who is familiar with the former
our Home and Foreign Boards knows
something of the sin of giving once a
these

great causes
We have tried the plan of taking off
quarterly
The pastor would be
expected to preach on missions on the ap
pointed days
With some at least there
would be a sigh of relief when the
terly meeting was past
It has the
making it too long between gifts and
leads the people to think money is needed
only at special times
We doubt the wis
dom of preaching on missions at specially
appointed times
Every sermon if a ser
mon at all has missions in it
The wise
housewife does not put all the salt
a year into one cake of bread
It
would not be relished
It could not be
digested
Let us be equally wise in
preaching

We have tried the plan of having a
member of the
church
This plan fails because it is too
committee to see every

much like begging
It also hurts other
causes
When money is wanted for
another cause men will excuse
saying that they have already given
Then it brings no blessing to the giver
which is a very important
all our giving
The best results this writer has ever got
ten have been in the following way The
pastor kept praying and working all the
time
He tried to set a noble example of
giving and taught the blessing of giving
cheerfully
He then led the church to
give to missions in a systematic business
way every week or month as the case
might be throughout the year There are
certain to come times when it is
have a
inspirational day to
tide over some special need In this way
the people develop system business and
grace in giving
It is more easily done
and enlarges the gifts
This writer has
tried it and has seen a church increase its
contributions over five hundred per cent
in one

3

Before the

Main Task
Rev D W Key Monroe Ga
The Monroe Baptist Church Monroe Ca has
preaching a fine
Sunday school WM and
Societies Rev
D W Key has been the pastor for seven years
He has never allowed the church to lose sight of
its main mission and year by year has led his
people to greater activity and giving Here is
how he does it

a membership of

The usual mission study courses are fol
lowed from year to year in the societies

The pastor preaches on missions from
tion to time The schedule of the
almost identical with that mapped out
by the cooperative committee
the State Convention of Georgia For
eign Missions and Home Missions are
given the right of way in the spring
In
February the pastor announces from the
pulpit and through the weekly local press
the day set for the offerings for Foreign
Missions
The blackboard is also
placard the date and the sum the
expected to raise A week in
pastor distributes through a committee
envelopes so that every member may en
close his gift and drop it in the collection
basket on the set day
The pastor distributes tracts from the
Foreign Mission Board in Richmond
ing fresh facts from the missionaries and
He also gives a sur
their fields of labor
vey of the worldwide mission work and
the inspiring results of the last year For
eign Mission facts are presented in the
prayer meetings preparatory to the annual
offering
A similar method followed in
raising money for Home Missions
The Sunday school and the various so
are urged to make up the full
amount asked of them so that the total

Page

apportionment for the year may be met if
possible Often But not always on the
day for the church offering the pastor asks
one of the members to read a mission re
port just before the sermon This
brief but it is usually very effective It
is the announced duty of the treasurer to
enter on his books the names of the givers
and the amounts contributed by each one
with a view to stimulating liberality and
keeping a correct record
fc

Doubling the Offerings in
Four Years
Rev C W Culp Pastor First Baptist
Church DuQuoin Ill
DuQuoin is a mining town of some
in
habitants A large foreign population maes Bap
progress difficult
The First Church has a
resident membership cf
with no rich people
in the congregation In the four years in which
Rev C W Culp has been pastor much progress
has been made in every way but especially in
the matter of missionary giving Note how the
church does

We have the budget plan the du
plex envelopes
and the
to provide our home expenses
and most of our mission money
The
pastor preceding each
can
vass preaches sermons on stewardship
tithing and Home and Foreign Missions
The church bulletin is sent out with
cial messages to the entire membership
Every member knows what we are about
and the issue is put squarely up to each
one A large committee of men instructed
and trained go out to the entire member
ship
for a special weekly subscription for missions as well as for local ex
pense
On each pledge card there is a
tithing covenant printed and the canvassers
try to get as many signed fathers as pos
sible Special announcements and sermons
are made and preached before the final
pull in the spring for Home and Foreign
Missions
We have occasionally taken special col
to meet an emergency such as the
camp pastor work
The Sunday school
renders the program each spring on Home
and Foreign Missions and gives an extra
offering The women come in with extra
offerings from their missionary society
We do not confine our pull for Home
and Foreign Missions to a collection taken
and for which the con
at the last
is unprepared and which will
miss quite a number of members
The
writer has been pastor of this church for
the past four years and introduced the
above methods when he came to the field
The increase to missions has been gratify
ing the offerings having doubled in that
time
We are now to the point where we
in
i
the very near future take the re
can
of supporting a Home and
Foreign missionary
j
I
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Southern Baptists and the Realization of a New Task-

4
I

Unanimously Adopted
Prepared by President L R Scarborough and
Statement to the Brotherhood by the Education Commission
recognizes God and gives him and his gospel their rightful
Four years ago an Education Commission was appointed by
popular edu
place in life Not only do our principles demand
the Southern Baptist Convention to consider and report upon
The same authority
divine orders
In a great mass cation but we are under
the educational needs of the denomination
urges us to go for
now
business
which put us in the mission
meeting during the session of the Convention which was held
hear anew and
should
Southern Baptists
in education
ward
pro
report
its
made
commission
this
Springs
last year at Hot
afresh and in a greater way Christs orders to teach the all
A

program
posing the inauguration of a
was
program
The
for the Baptist schools of the South
high
adopted with absolute unanimity holy enthusiasm and
Since that time the movement has laid deep hold
purpose
Baptists as the
upon the hearts and consciences of Southern
there
matter has been discussed in the religious press When Nash
in
session
fore the Education Commission held its annual
follow
ville recently after much prayer and deliberation the
adopted
unanimously
ing resolution was presented and

i

I
I

t

Ii
1

I

things in His Gospel
feel
5 The Argument of Conviction and Opportunity We
This
step
forward
led in our souls to urge this new
We face a new
believe is widely shared by our brethren
Opportunities
passing
is
world now since the wars havoc
face us We must see the vision of our
through a cultured
serve Christ and put forward his kingdom
and trained people
6 The Argument of a Unified and Larger Program This
board will lead us out into large educational ways and put a
Southern
RESOLVED That this commission ask the next
mighty Baptist force back of all our schools and lead us to our
Baptist Convention to appoint a Board of Education and take
It will develop a new
and the proper place in the world of education
secretary
a
election
the
of
to
necessary
are
steps
as
such
educational leadership
Bap
Inauguration of a great forward movement for
If Baptists are to live in a
7 The Argument of Life
education
fashion in this new world and amid new surroundings and
great
following
the
by
action
this
led
to
We are
but
conditions we must have training not only for our leaders
arguments
of
necessity
spiritual
people Christian education is a
1
The Providential Argument God seems to be calling for our
of
life life in its large ways looking to the service and glory
and leading Southern Baptists to go forward in education in a Christ
many
greater fashion than ever before contemplated There are
These and other reasons lead us to see in this educational
in this matter
signs manifesting his
following
board an opportunity for them to serve in some of the
2 The Argument of Logical Consistency This is no new directions
for
task put on us It is only the realization and inauguration
1
This board will create a new deeper and wider
The
the accomplishment of the work already on our hands
national conscience on education
work in a great
Convention has helped in the educational
2 It will greatly aid the state boards in all their
educational work of the Sun
evidenced by the
obtaining new and better buildings larger equipment needed
For
the
under
institutions
educational
the
Board
School
day
their
endowment increase their student bodies and strengthen
eign Mission Board in foreign lands and other educational
faculties etc
propaganda among the churches in the home field as
3 It will develop promote and circulate a great
Con
the
the mountain school work of our Home Board
literature in tracts books etc gathering and collating
long and glorious cooperation in the work of the
in
facts and making educational surveys and thus giving out
Mis
the
Womans
and
Seminary
Theological
Baptist
Southern
inspiration to our people
Training School at Louisville their recent action in formation and
4 It will mightily aid our more than statewide
founding and promoting the Baptist Bible Institute in New
training
such as our two seminaries our two
Orleans and their sympathetic attitude and cooperation in the
schools and our Bible institute in this
Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary and Womans
in other and future movements
Missionary Training School at Fort Worth This new pro
Baptist cooperation
5
It will put the entire
effort and an organization in
will only be a
behind and under our state boards where our people are
We will but follow up and
logic and consistency
backward in education and aid in the establishment and
state organizations in a larger promotion of all education
Baptist
maintenance of schools in states where there are no
this
new
between
conflict
for
reason
more
will
be
no
all
There
schools and in otherwise cooperating with and reinforcing
board and the state boards of education than there is now in
other
the
our state Baptist schools and the educational work of
the work of our other boards
boards in home and foreign lands Thus we believe the crea
Our Baptist
3 The Argument of Comparison
force for
tion and organization of the great
the North and other denominations in our
our people
pushing forward in the promotion of education will bring new visions to
Presbyterians Disciples and
call
and develop among our masses a new spirit of sacrifice and
Southern Methodists
wonderful ways in education
used
gifts of money to be
program in five years for their out from our wealthy members larger
promoting a
We
for the glory of God and for the salvation of a lost world
schools State organizations for public education are
believe also that its wider future and its consecrated
great forward movements for promoting public schools
their
more and more turn the hearts of the fathers to
call
There is a bill before Congress now for the creation of a new children
will
in giving them educational advantages and
cabinet office in education and the appropriation of
leadership and service thousands of our
annually from the Federal Treasury to be matched by an out in educational
young people whose lives will count in great ways for Christs
equal sum from the states to be used in education throughout
coming
Baptists must see their opportunity and go for
the Union
education commission thus presents to the Southern Bap
forward or be put on the scrap heap
their prayerful consideration this recommendation
for
Com
Divine
Principle
and
Baptist
Argument
from
4 The
We trust that between this and the
a new organization
mand The basis of our system and life is the democratic
them
Atlanta Convention the brotherhood will talk and pray
principle of the competency and sovereignty of the individual
unbroken
selves together and will come to the Convention in an
This very foundation of our life and hope for a place in the unanimity and the great spirit to put forward the cause of
world of service demands the enlightenment and training of
of the masses and an education that Christian education for Christs
the
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FROM THE

Foreign Mission Board
RICHMOND

Rev

T B Ray DD

The Serious Situation of
the Foreign Mission Board
Secretary T B Ray

DD

The Foreign Mission Board finds
There are a
a most serious situation
number of features of this situation which
should receive the most thoughtful and
careful attention of our brethren
1
Our denomination has
many years to provide a sufficient num
ber of missionaries and a sufficient
equipment even for those it sent forth
These facts have given to the needs of our
fields a strained urgency which makes it
practically impossible for us to deny them
They must not be forced to wait any
longer

2

VIRGINIA

Another fact that contributes to the

tenseness of our Foreign Mission

that our work has grown at such a
that we are having great embarrassment in caring for it We have not
men to supervise and to meet the new
demands that rise out of our growing
work If God has enlarged us on so little
what might we expect were we to carry
forward his work as we are able to do
3 The world war has diffused a won
all the
spirit of inquiry
world Great changes have been
doors have been opened the
of the ages has come for
most plastic state of mind that has
Surely the most
ever existed in the earth
urgent hour for preaching the gospel is at
hand
4 In this time when democracy is
spreading over the earth we find our day
of Baptist opportunity
If we believe in
our message we should be ready to set it
forth in a worthy way
To halt now is
to discount our faith
The measure of
the measure of
sacrifice
be
will
our
now
our sympathy for the crying needs of man
kind and of our gratitude for the favor of
God This is the testing time of our de
Shall we as faithful men and
women go to the very limits of our
press forward our glorious cause in this
wonderful day of Baptist opportunity
5 Our situation is so critical that we
set
must not fail to raise the
for our goal for Foreign Missions this
year Manifestly we must first of all
take care of the work already undertaken

Associate Secretary

The

will provide for the cur
It will send
rent expenses of the work
It will
out at least fifty new missionaries
in connection with the Judson Centennial
Fund so equip our work that we shall be
able to go forward mightily
will
Besides all this the
enable us to enter some new fields
Southern Baptists wish to have a
good and faithful part in the larger pro
gram at this critical time in the worlds
history The raising of the
would enable us to make a beginning in
Surely
some desperately needy fields
surely surely in this hour when the spirit
ual destiny of such multitudes hinges upon
our faithfulness we will not raise less thana million and a half dollars for Foreign
Missions Every consideration that can be
imagined calls for the putting forth of our
utmost effort this year
6 According to their habits of raising
money Southern Baptists gather the larger
portion of their Foreign Mission offerings
during the months of January February
March and April This is a very short
time in which to crowd the interests of this
greatest of all our enterprises Even so
But to do
we can accomplish our task
it every resource must be employed and
the greatest care exercised to make
successful effort Let us leave
Let us pray Let us
accident
plans to take our offerings early and
then to glean to the last dollar in order
that we may win a crowning victory this
By raising this
we
year
shall infuse life and power into our mis
at the front and marshal our hosts
for a great forward movement in Foreign
Above all things we must raise
Missions
Let
this year
the total of
his
do
of
us
everyone

Missionary Miscellany

1851

Government preferred that women should not be
moving about during the dangerous war times
We are happy to realize that she and her good
husband will soon join hands again in their noble
work

A cablegram received on February 5 from
Rev Frank Marrs announces that he and Mrs
Marrs have arrived safe in Valparaiso Chile
On account of the fact that they already know
the Spanish language the Marrs will be able to
enter into the work at once They will
ably make their headquarters for the present in
Everette Gill arrived in New York from
Italy on January 21 For almost a year he has
been engaged in Red Cross work in Italy He
was looking after certain administrative
the medical work Dr Gills son Fairchild
who was also engaged in Red Cross work re
turned with his father Fairchild had charge ofa canteen in the frontline trenches of the Italian

t

army

I

Dr Gill reports that the new church
which we were afraid had been
destroyed by the Austrians had been left intact
10
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Rev J L Hart Rosario Argentina has re
He
made an extensive missionary tour
visited the work in Mendoza Western
crossed into Chile and visited our Baptist
work in that new field crossed back into Southern Argentina where he visited the
Indians
We are hoping to have an extended
report of this trip soon
Concerning his work in Rosario Brother Hart
My own work is going forward as
writes
never before Counting those baptized in a newly
organized church in Banfield we had
baptisms during the year The work is
move in nearly all points and we simply
crisis on We have need of men to meet the
We are several years
needs and opportunities
behind in our school work
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We are hoping and praying that there will bea widespread observance of Missionary Day in
the Sunday school The effect of this annual
day upon our work has become more and more
It offers a great educational
perceptible
On that day missions can be set forth
with such vividness that they are sure to make
profound impressions Besides this it is the day
upon which a very substantial amount of
be gathered in for Home and Foreign Mis
If the offering for missions on
in the Sunday school is organized properly
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be alive in such an age

ever year a lightning page
Turned to the worlds great
With

I

We are glad to say we have heard from Dr
Africa who has
George Green of
been so ill from influenza He is improving and
hopes to regain his strength soon

Mrs Sidney J Townshend who was
England because the British Government re
fused to give her passport when her husband re
China last year
turned to his field in
has been at last granted passport by the British
Government and sailed for China from
January 15 She was detained because her
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Whereon the leading nations look
Where men speak strong for
peace and universal good
When miracles are everywhere
And every inch of common air
Throbs a tremendous
greater marvels yet to be
Oh thrilling age I
Oh willing age I
When steel and stone and rail and rod
Become the utterance of Cod
Give thanks with all thy flaming heart
Crave but to have in it a part
Give thanks and clasp thy
be alive in such an age
Angela Morgan
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considerably ahead of time this offering
yield at least a half million dollars this year
The suggestion that we would urge iis that the
Sunday school scholars be apprised at once con
the coming offering and the matter of
gathering in the offering be so organized that the
The offering
maximum amount can be raised
should be so planned that the collection taken on
Missionary Day would mean the gathering in of
offerings already provided and not the
the amounts that the Sunday school scholars
might accidentally have with them upon that day

in all probability disinherit them So we desire
the prayers of our Christian friends in
all these boys The man who led our meet
His
ings is called the Billy Sunday of Japan
preaching was simple but with power His
Rev Seimatsu Kimura To God be praise for
this wonderful manifestation of his spirits power
among our

for

From May
Rev C K Dozier of Fukuoka Japan writes
concerning the special meetings for boys in the
Fukuoka Academy
I wrote you on the first day of this month
that we were to have special meetings for the
We had them and
boys the next two days
boys declared their determination to
live the Christian life and a resolve to be pre
pared for baptism by spring This makes about
boys who are declared Christians or
One of the teachers also decided to
inquirers
be a Christian at the same time Dr Sone andI are having these boys for special Bible study
and preparation one hour each week We
this way to lead them all to a full faith in
Jesus Christ Twelve of the boys declared their
earnest desire to become preachers if God shall
open the way They will have opposition from
their parents in all probability and some of them
may be prohibited from carrying out their re
solve and should they persist the families would

I

Foreign Missions

1918

to February
1919

1

1918

Alabama
Arkansas
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Illinois
Kentucky
Louisiana

Maryland
Mississippi
Missouri
New Mexico

North Carolina
Oklahoma
South Carolina
Tennessee

Texas
Virginia
Total

FROM THE

Home Mission
GEORGIA

Rev

B D

Gray DD

Drive for
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D Cray DD Cor
end of our conventional year is
We have had a
rapidly approaching
strenuous time Our workers have been
busy and in every department of the work
their labors have been abundantly
some respects our war work has been
the most interesting and most signally
It could hardly be otherwise
blessed
since our people have been absorbed in the
great world war Our camp pastors have
done a marvelous work through their
From May 1
agency in the camps
1918 to January 1 1919 there were
professions of faith and over
over
2700 baptisms Then they gave great
help to our boys in strengthening their
faith and stabilizing them for their
the war front in Europe
Under the leadership of Dr W W
Hamilton who returns to us as
of evangelism thousands are being
led to Christ Citywide campaigns are

Corresponding

soon to be held in Nashville

Houston
As never before the sim
scriptural and powerful preaching of
the gospel is needed in our churches Cut
off in large measure on account of the
action of the War Department from do
ing as much as we wanted to in
our soldiers now that they are being
demobilized we must lead them to Christ
and set them aright in Christian service as
they reenter civil life
The work of our enlistment forces is
being signally blessed under the
Dr S Y Jameson our new
of enlistment This in some re
constitutes our greatest task the en
of our people with all their forces
and resources in the service of the
L B Warren is meeting with great
success in raising the
Church Building Loan Fund
The me
morial feature as set forth in the Hall of
Fame is very attractive and opens the
opportunity for the greatest
of all our Baptist work
Encouraging reports come likewise
work among the foreigners Indians

March

1919

and Negroes from our mountain school
work from Cuba and Panama and
cooperative mission work in conjunction with various State Mission Boards
Indeed we are gratified beyond meas
work of the
ure that the
World War has not interfered
our Home Mission work
some respects it has added to the con
and effectiveness of our
the World War has raised up a multi
tude of problems which we are having to
deal with at present and greater ones for
the immediate

work of the year is virtually done
and it remains now for us to provide the
funds to meet all our obligations
Else
where in this issue is found statement of
Home Mission receipts up to the first of
February These receipts are not as
we expected nor as they would have
been but for the influenza that has
whole South In addition to this there
have been and are still educational cam
on in all the states
Whilst our receipts are smaller than
they should be the outlook for our sixty
day campaign is good
drives for Liberty Loans Red
Cross YMCA and other wartime
campaigns it is a notable fact that all the
states came up and reported at the state
conventions that their obligations on state
missions and other state enterprises were
met in full indeed in a number of in
stances went far beyond their apportionment and had handsome balances in the
treasury
Now that the season for Home and
Foreign Missions has come why
not go over the top for these inter
All the states have accepted our
ests
It
apportionment for Home Missions
apportionnow remains for us to meet the
ment This can be done if our people will
show the same appreciation that they
showed for the patriotic appeals We have
greater reason to stand by our Home and
Foreign Mission interests than by these
other interests Worthy as they are and
we concede their worthiness our mission
work is more vital to the welfare of hu
manity than all these other things com
It touches the deepest concerns of
the soul
It is at the basis of home of
Will not
patriotism and of civilization
great
this
great
people
respond
in
now
our
drive for Home and Foreign Missions as
loyally as they did for the support of the
Government to win the war

THE PSYCHOLOGICAL MOMENT
Our people have had their vision en
They have had experience of
great things They have been called on
for millions and hundreds of millions of
They are accustomed to big
dollars
things
At this juncture it would be-
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for them to fall down on our
By contrast with the large
mission work
things we have done on other lines it
would discredit our religion itself and
stand in the way of our future
our people to fail in this Home and
Foreign Mission
men who are able to do so give
thousands and others their hundreds and
the vast multitude of our people let them
Let it betake a hand in the great work
a great united wholehearted drive for
victory

Home Mission Paragraphs
Victor

of the Board resulted in one conversion for every
Conversions do not mean everything for
But a
we must nurture as well as save souls
gospel which produces conversions is the great
fundamental
It is the supreme test of the
fidelity and
of a Christian de
nomination or a system of Christian doctrine
Let us remember this and with a consuming pas
sion magnify it in our ideals and efforts

One of the new tracts which the Home Board
has just brought out is Teaching Foreigner Chil
dren
This tract will be of great interest to our
Baptist women and we hope they will order it
freely
The tract makes an interesting
the four mission schools and eight community
service centers of the Home Bord This work is
done not exclusively but almost entirely by women
missionaries In the schools thirteen women are
teaching and in the community service ten are

I Masters Supt of

Home Mission Board will be very much
obliged to association clerks moderators or pas
tors if they will promptly send us a copy of the
last annual minutes of their district associations
We are in constant need of them and will
the
became the duty and pleasure of the
January along with Dr H H Burton state
member for Oklahoma of the Home Board to
visit the Pawnee and Otoe work among the In
As a result of the arrangements effected
is
that the work will be enlarged and
expected
it
improved so as to provide service for two or
three Blanket Tribes hitherto

Harry
Many will sympathize with
Bock to the Pawnees and Otoes in the loss of
his son in military service in France and will re
gret to learn that our faithful Pawnee interpreter
Brother David Gillingham has been seriously ill
We hope and pray he may recover and get back
to the church in which he has been most useful
Miss Amy B Crowder a graduate of the
Southwestern Seminary training school has been
secured as a successor to Miss Hicks for work
among the foreigners in and about Coalgate and
is most highly
McAlester Okla Miss
itself fortu
regards
Board
and
the
commended
nate in securing her for the important services
required among the Oklahoma
would not be right to visit the Indian
Oklahoma without mentioning that noble
We
worker Miss Mary P Jayne of Pawnee
had the opportunity only to greet her on the road
after nightfall as we were leaving and she was
coming in from an allday service among the
Indians Miss Jayne works both among the Paw
nees and the Otoes
I

By the time this is published the Home Board
cam
will have out three or four
Two of them which ought to be
tracts
Home Missions
distributed everywhere are
These
Why
and The Facts and the Needs
tracts will be printed in large numbers and we
We advise that
are ready to honor all orders
churches order about one each of the tracts for
every four or five members in the church This
will reach the membership fairly well
Last year Southern Baptist churches
convert for every 78 contributed for the
local support in the churches The Home Mis
sion Board missionaries baptized one convert for
every 19 expended though this is subject to a
significant change in that state missions
The
in about
of this work
evangelistic department of the Home Board
brought about the baptism of one convert for
every
expended
The army camp service

Louis B Warren superintendent of church
extension is much encouraged at the prospects for
loan
securing this spring the last of the
Dr Warren has been the only salaried
fund
worker in this special service and he has fine
reason to feel gratified Dr Warren speaks in
the highest terms of the generous aid our Baptist
women and a number of our state leaders have
During January he made
given in the work
presentations of the cause in
Roanoke
Baltimore
churches in Richmond
and secured an
Louisville and Chattanooga
in each church visited
average of

Dr George Green director of camp activities
converts have been baptized
reports that
through the war work service of Baptists at the
military camps This report is up until the first
Dr Green also says that
of January 1919
counting the entire cost of the army camp service
this amounts to one conversion for every
expended in the service In a day when some
are discounting professions of conversion on the
part of soldier boys and of others we rejoice
that Baptists are not only passionately devoted to
bringing souls to Christ but are still wonderfully
successful in this work May it always be so
Rev D Noble Crane missionary to the Osage
Indians at Pawhuska Okla is one of the most
faithful and honored among all the large
He is not
missionaries of the Home Board
more faithful however than the devoted Miss
Grace Clifford his assistant in the difficult work
Our people will
among the
the
are the wealthiest Indians in
America the tribe having the income of exceed
valuable oil lands Also the work is ren
dered difficult by the influence of the Roman
But
Catholics who have a school at Pawhuska
the loyal service of these workers is
The little church is learning more fully
the Jesus Way and is gradually developing a
leadership among its own people

While in Oklahoma in January I had the
pleasure of having a conference with Rev Robert
Hamilton Home Board missionary to Indian
schools at the Baptist University at Shawnee
Brother Hamilton is an experienced worker
among the Indians and is doing great good in the
twelve Government schools in the state It
inspiring to anyone from the older states to
see what wonderful progress has been made in
the Baptist educational plant of Oklahoma within
Back East in the older
three or four years
take
used
it
a generation to produce so
to
states
much progress Under the leadership of
dent F M Masters the college at Shawnee is
In addition to the
making splendid progress
the white Baptists
renders
it
for
service
general
of the state a number of our Indian youths are
in attendance

Baptist War Worker J J Gentry of Camp
Lee Va recently visited the Home Board office
Brother Gentry has been greatly blessed in his
service at this important camp
More than
soldiers have been brought to a definite
Christ and
have been baptized in the
Petersburg churches
Brother Gentry has three
sons in the service two in the army and one In
the navy In addition he has one brother and
fourteen nephews in the army besides numberless
cousins
He has given a splendid account of
himself and has conserved the truth and led the
boys to Christ in his work at Camp Lee

Through an understanding between the State
Board of Texas and the Home Board
C D Daniel of the Mexican work and
Rev Felix Buldain are devoting special
raising money for the erection of a suitable
church for the Mexicans in San Antonio
Mexicans in San Antonio and the
present Mexican church building is entirely in
affair
adequate
It is a small
the street in between a lot of other buildings
Mexicans are used to great cathedrals in old
Mexico and the need of a good Baptist church
building is crucial
Dr S J Porter who is
familiar with the needs has written an admirable
which we will gladly
tract San Antonio
any who are interested
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Principal J H Strother of our new school
people in Southern
for the
Louisiana writes that there are six ministerial stu
dents One of them is in the army five are in
The Arcadia has been in operation
the school
It
under the Home Board less than two years
is distinctly encouraging and a token of the bless

J

r
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ing of God that it should so soon have been
elicit the conscience and help to train so many
young preachers There are some old and
colleges which have fewer ministerial stu
dents Principal Strother reports that the Catholic priests have recently begun to fight the Baptist
methods but
school with their
But God will take are of that and give
The indications are for great use
victory
ness on the part of this school
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How many of us remember to pray for the
lonely missionaries at their posts in the retarded
sections of our own country
Rev D Noble
Crane missionary to the Osage Indians in a
letter to Dr Gray after outlining his hopes in
the work for the opening year says
The
extremely slow and discouraging and my heart
many times grows faint I wonder if
thinks to make our work here an object of
special prayer We are so far away of such
little significance and such a small segment of
the wheel of Baptist activities that the great
brotherhood forgets except to pay our salaries
We hope there are many who will remember in
their prayers this noble worker and the other
Indian missionaries of the Home Board and our
other missionaries on many a difficult field Are
there not some who will write Brother Crane at
Pawhuska Okla and assure him of their in
terest
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Here are

some items showing the

enlistment work
are from Dr C E
When he
Perryman field worker in Louisiana
went to Bossier City which is a suburb of
Shreveport the pastors salary was
more for the
left it was 1800 with
rent of a pastors home On the Sunday he was
there he raised an amount to pay off a debt on
the church had three additions by letter and two
professions by faith raised
on education and
50 cash for the Baptist Sanatorium and led the
church to give the pastor a donation of
the colloquial phrase of the hour that was
some work Before the first month of the new
year was out he had raised for missions and
In a single day he
benevolence more than
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at First Church Lake Charles
and raised more than 1100 for missions there
went
Just to keep from getting out of
over to Tallulah La on a Sunday in
for church building
raised

I
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The war work commission of the Northern
Baptists discontinued their cooperation with the
Home Board in army camp service on January
the settlement having been made on terms satis
factory to both sides The Home Board and
several of our State Mission Boards are
ing the service at the camps gradually
Up to January
ing it as the work decreases
for
our Board had expended nearly
Southern Baptists in this great work
the work done before the present fiscal year
Among the tangible results were more
opened
professions of faith
than
Camp Pastor J J Gentry of Lee made the
following striking remark before the Home Mis
sion Board
If there had not been a single
definite conversion resultant on our Baptist
the camps the work would have been
antly worth while Our ery presence there our
evident anxiety to serve our people and others in
every possible way against any and all
in the way is on record before the people
And they will not forget it nor will they forget
that along with our good works we did not fail
in the face of much unpopularity in certain
for the straight evangelistic message to hold
up the crucified Christ as the worlds only hope
Our American people will not forget
1
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kees and distributing among them Bibles and
Testaments
The Home Board will furnish him
We suggest
with some good evangelistic tracts
that here is a place where our people who
help a worthy cause may send good books with
In the
the assurance they will be well used
meantime there are those who are sowing tares
I am sorry to say that the
Brother Lee writes
Christian Science people and others of similar
stripe are putting their literature among these In
dans and they are buying it and reading it
greedily Many of them who have been to school
will read anything they can get at
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Our missionary is busy preaching to the Chero

Missionary J N Lee among the Cherokee
Indians whose address is Ela NC writes of
the need of good Baptist literature for his
will be remembered that this mission is in the
heart of the Blue Ridge Mountains where a
part of the Cherokees
Indians were removed to Oklahoma

1

Receipts for Home Missions
From May

1

1918

Receipts

to February
Evangelism

1

1919

Church
Loan Fund

2471
Dist of Co

Florida
Georgia
Illinois
Kentucky
Louisiana

Maryland
Mississippi
Missouri
New Mexico
N Carolina
Oklahoma

S Carolina
Tennessee

Texas
Virginia
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FROM THE

Womans Missionary Union
BALTIMORE

Prayer and endeavor to have the best

Week April

Kathleen Mallory

An Apology and Four
name of Miss Lottie Moon
that of Miss Lottie Price was used in
an article entitled Bread Returning in
department of the August
the
The arti
HOME AND FOREIGN FIELDS
cle was copied in Kind Words and sev
eral women have written about it to the
Most sincerely is the
Baltimore office
mistake regretted The article should have
said that it was Miss Lottie Price who
gave the
at the Asheville meeting
and who was so tenderly cared for when
Miss
she fell sick and died in Baltimore
China
from
back
her
died
way
Moon
on
and is buried in Virginia The finding of
the mistake shows how carefully our
j
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Encourage the study

classes to use the book Stewardship and
and get as many as will to
Missions
stewardship
cards which
the
sign
head
free from the state
leaflet
During
March
new
a
on
quarters
stewardship will be sent to the state
headquarters for distribution to
This stewardship week is a
the societies
combined effort of the
Missionary Movement and the Womans
Missionary Union
The last request is in memory of our
former president Miss Fannie E S
her name the Union is this year com
a memorial in the Church Building
Loan Fund of the Home Mission
was planned to finish this memorial in
February but the influenza epidemic so
greatly interfered that the time has been
It is hoped that
extended through April
organization will give
every
something toward this memorial no matter
what else it may be doing for other memo
It is also hoped that many indi
rials
will give to it and that in every
society at least one woman will sign the
thereby
Emergency Pledge
1
The
give before May
5 to it
secured
be
pledge
cards
may
emergency
correspondfree from your state
ing secretary
Will you not get your so
Will you not
to give something
Will
urge several members also to give
you not find the one emergency
tthat
emergency woman you r

MARYLAND

A
Miss

pos

The aim for our
sible results
May we not pray
week is
and work so that it shall be
The third request is that we begin right
now to make a success of Stewardship

Corresponding Secretary

women read the mission articles and
the rainbow of the apology
And now for the requests The first
one comes from Rev C J Lowe of Kwei
Lin South China and it is that we pray
God that workers will volunteer as teachers and evangelists and will be sent out to
He says
that needy field very soon
miles
Four days travel north of us
clean across the province to
more days travel west and many more
days travel east there is not a woman
giving all of her time to work among these
Chinese women who are dying and going
eternity Our work here
into a
will be hindered many years unless we
get these workers
The second request is that every
organization use the
envelopes for the March Week of

Baptist Army Camp

Chapel
After a conference of the local committee and
Dr George Green director of camp
Camp Travis Baptist Chapel was built This
was after careful and prayerful consideration of
conditions and all phases of religious work
the camp The committee felt that the Baptist
mother who sent her son to fight for his country
had a right to expect that his soul would be min
to as it was before he left home that his
soul should have spiritual development as his
body and mind have physical and military train
chapel stands just outside the Government
reservation in the midst of dance pavilions shows
and other places of amusement It was built to
serve the men and for months was the only
all that section of the camp where any sort of
moral atmosphere prevailed but it stood all the
while alone as a reminder to the men in khaki of
the mothers at home of purity of thought and
life and Jesus The committee had this in mind
when it was built and it has justified itself over
and over again
There is much work to be done and many
kinds of work to be done among the soldiers
pro
This article is called for in the
of
Week
March
the
gram for Wednesday of
Prayer for Home
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are the same men who a few months ago
were on the farm or in the shops or offices and
The amusement
colleges of our country
and this is where
essential
is
very
work
army
absolutely
If the men
necessary
are
women
the
be
clean
there
pure
must
amusement
clean
have
women who love them for Jesus sake
There have been many interesting examples of
But let this be clear we
this part of our work
feature
to the exclusion of
social
the
have
never
Our socials are the sort the boys
the religious
attended at home where the mothers and sisters
a ere One day last spring one of the churches
The cap
gave them a picnic in a nearby park
and
the
trucks
large
women
tain sent them over in
the
army
in
met
have
who
sons
mostly mothers
welcome
hearty
and
baskets
full
with
them
genuine good time for two or three hours the
trucks gathered them up and we all went to the
chapel where we had a very effective meeting
Those boys were thinking of home that night
It
and of the sweet pure mother there
those
to Jesus
men
lead
difficult thing at all to
they
before
them
of
Ve baptized
went to France
There is much to be done in a practical way
We have tables with writing material for the
We have good
men to use in correspondence
books and literature convenient for them to read
and a comfortable place for them to rest One of
the city churches is fitting up an attractive read
There are wholesome games
ing room for them
which they sometimes enjoy and withal the
It was built for them and it
chapel is theirs
them use it
have
gratifies us to
We write letters for them of various sorts
Some cannot write for themselves others feel
will brighten the mothers load to let her know
that someone here is looking after her boy We
have written all kinds of letters and have found
joy unspeakable in the doing of it
We have met their loved ones as they came to
Maybe for the first
the city with its confusion
time they have come and everything is strange
or maybe the mother is old and cant get about
alone
We meet them and find a place for them
the boy can look after them himself
until
to stay
There are numberless opportunities of service
around an army camp and the reward is
their
other features of the camp pastors
subordinate to the spiritual This is the rea
son for his existence at all the ministry as pastor
the breaking of the bread of life to them
a blessed privilege for they are eager to hear
and ready to respond
Decision for Christ marks the climax of each
days work Whatever is done in the
afternoon or evening leads up to this our
No opportunity has been
climax of the day
given in the chapel that some one did not take
his stand for God There have been more than
decisions since we have been at
Camp Travis and letters have come from France
saying that a seed sown here has ripened and
There are many places within
matured there
the camp where this matter of acceptance is
never allowed publicly but in our service each
man is urged to settle his eternal destiny that very
night since he may not have another chance this
side the water They are always very serious and
concerned during the decision service and scores
of the boys lead their fellows to Christ
The baptismal service is always effective We
have a
installed in one corner of the
building and baptize men almost every service
We have had boys in the congregation to get up
out of their seats and come forward and give
themselves to Jesus as his comrades were fol
lowing the Lord in baptism
We have had
Catholics and boys from other Protestant
for baptism because they saw it done in the
Baptist chapel
At one time we baptized more
than a dozen in the river in the heart of town
We
where thousands of witnesses looked on
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Program for March

I

One Soul

Value of Mountain Schools

Perchance in heaven one day to me
Some blessed soul will come and say
All hail beloved I But for thee
My soul to death had been a prey
Ah then whal sweetness in the thought
One soul to glory to have brought
Selected

Praise Thee

Prayer by President

0 God

Examples Hebrews II
2
Sentence Prayers for Similar Faith and Deeds
higher than the high
Repeating of
5 8
Pressing on the Upward Way
Mountain School Work See ChapOrder
ter 3 of Baptist Home Missions
from Baptist Home Mission
book for
Board Atlanta Ga
Years Advance See pages
Hot Springs Minutes Order
of
Scripture
17

work and preach and pray and baptize for the
glory of God and he has richly rewarded us
Womans part in our religious program is the
big part Their presence lends a pure dignity
that has more influence than can be estimated and
their prayers and testimony bring the men to the
very feet of Jesus The gospel has a wonderful
opportunity to operate in the heart of a man
touched and warmed by a Christian mothers
prayer and they are so eager to hear the women
pray Scores of them have said that they come
to the chapel night after night that they might
hear a good womans voice
The women through the Southland cannot have
the opportunity to come and talk with the men
as can these who are here but they can lend
their prayers unceasingly They can write
and send good
encouragement and
They can study more zealously than
literature
before Gods word and give themselves untiringly
to his service Dont you think that if your boy
had walked perhaps three miles as some do
day of exhaustive physical labor to a chapel
that you
just to hear a good woman speak
would want to be on your knees asking God to
let her speak the right thing to your boy so far
Your prayers mean more than you can
away
know and we crave them more than we can ever
express for we know that we walk on holy
ground every day where the prayers of the
mothers of these thousands of men are concen
Pray for us and them

12

minutes for lOc postage from state
headquarters
higher than the high
Repeating of

Prayer for Our Mountain Schools
to Christ
Mission and Value of Our Moun
See page 6 of this maga
Schools
tain
for All Mountain People
higher than the high
Repeating of

of Your Best to the Master
Vacation Visit to a Mountain School
See page 7 of this magazine
Prayer for All Boards Doing Mountain Work
for March Week of Prayer
Emergency Women and Study of First f
Article on This Page Comparison of Years
Gifts with Apportionment for Year An
concerning May meeting in
Offering
Ga
Atlanta
higher than the high
Repeating of

TalkA

Lords Prayer in unison

FROM THE

Missionary
TENNESSEE
f

T
1

J T Henderson

Corresponding Secretary
I

tI
r

The
man who is called to minister in
spiritual things should magnify his
a man desire the office of a bishop he
He should be a
a good work
experience he
Christian
vital
with
a
man
only in re
service
should enter this holy
to a divine call he must be a stu
dent of the Word mighty in the Scrip
he should avail himself of the most
tures
thorough general and special
his power he must be a man of ag
spirit alive to every vital interest
Such a minister will
of the Kingdom
have a passion for service will be
his habits and aggressive in his policies
Pastoral Loyalty He is entitled to the
sympathetic and active cooperation of the
church he serves Every member needs to

learn well the lesson of pastoral loyalty
Daily prayer for Gods anointed should be
the habit of the pew
Material Support This bishop is also
In
entitled to adequate material support
is
first
the
Bible
is
scriptural
the
place it
most specific in declaring this obligation
Take nothing for your journey
For the laborer is worthy of his hire
Let him that is taught in the word
in all
communicate unto him that
have
good things
sown unto you
If we
spiritual things is it a great thing if we
Evenshall reap your carnal things
so hath the Lord ordained that they which
preach the gospel shall live of the
the second place it is just
The
consecrated and capable pastor is the most
valuable human asset in the community
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He not only preaches the gospel by

a great stewardship drive in the interest of Home
Nothing short of an
and Foreign Missions
average advance of 75 per cent will reach the

Twentysix

i

i
1

i

are saved but he is the largest con
to law and order and the greatest
To
promoter of commercial prosperity
churches
the
and
export the
close up
preachers would be the greatest blow to
business that could happen property val
ues would decline in a distressing measure
He brings comfort to the home that is in
distress and ministers to all that are in
need He entertains Gods servants in his
home and leads his prosperous deacons in
offerings to the Lords cause He should
therefore be well paid because he earns it
In the third place it is good policy to
make liberal provision for the pastors
financial needs
Then he is not worried
with business cares and can give himself
continually to prayer and the ministry of
the Word
Adequate support
the preacher a quiet dignity and self
respect that are very refreshing
He can
think with more vigor pray with more
fervor and preach with more power
A
loyal and generous church can make a
large contribution to the growth of their
pastor Generous support gives to him the
consciousness that he is appreciated and
this is a wonderful stimulus to devotion

a

I

i

and
is gratifying to note a growth of senti
ment among laymen in this vital matter a
liberal advance in the salaries of pastors
should be the order of the day

DEPENDABLE

i
i

J

r
I
i

I

number of laymen that can be counted on
with assurance is entirely too small and yet it is
gradually and surely growing During the past
month the secretary has had some cheering reports
from men that have been both active and
all that accept responsibility would make
good as these just referred to have done life
would be worth living Most of them mean well
but other matters crowd in on them and they
allow the Lords work to be sidetracked
They
postpone important Christian duties until their in
terest wanes and they lose to some extent the
sense of responsibility
This secretary tries to be optimistic but has
had frequent seasons of depression because good
laymen have disappointed him in his cherished
hopes
The majority of his letters which are
intended to be courteous and to deal with
mate matters elicit no response laymen
becoming more and more responsive and this
inspires new courage

MARCH

I

j

t
I
I
1

Can we have a little prompt and simultaneous
action of a public nature on March 9 supple
by some personal work on behalf of the
Emergency Band
Literature will be sent to a
layman in each of some
leading
churches in a state will not interested laymen in
other churches write for leaflets and cards
A
number have already done this
Men of large vision are joining this band as
an extra or incidental matter in addition to gen
erous offerings for the regular budget they are
glad to be associated with thousands of their
brethren who stand ready on call once a year to
put up an extra 5 or more to relieve an urgent
The movement is gaining momentum
situation
Lets put it over with dispatch March
and clear the way for the main issue which is

goal interested laymen must do more to guaran
tee this general advance

Quarterly Bulletin of the First Baptist
Church Chattanooga Tenn under date of Janu
ary 1919 contains a number of interesting fea
tures
Dr Harold Major the pastor and Mr
P L Johnston secretary both contribute to the
attractiveness of this
unique feature to which attention is di
reeled is the Honor Roll this roll comprises the
names of all that have paid their financial obliga
in full to date The obligation of each is
the sum he voluntarily agrees to pay The names
of those in arrears are not published neither is
the amount each contributes announced
no just ground for embarrassment Each mem
ber not paid up is given urgent notice just before
the end of the quarter
This roll in January
1918 contained
names in January 1919
The church at the end of each quarter is
reporting all obligations met with a neat surplus

THE MAIN ISSUE
Never in the history of Southern Baptists has
stewardship received such emphasis as is being
For the disciple it is
given to it today
be recognized as the main issue Hundreds are
accepting its claim and are giving substantial ex
to their faith by solemnly and system
dedicating at least a tenth of their
God The tide is rising Thrilling reports
We
One pastor writes
come almost daily
now have between fifty and one hundred regular
in our church and we hope to get at least
three hundred this year
We now
Another pastor reports as follows
signed tithing cards adding to this
have
number the mothers and children who share in
the family tithe we would have a band of about
a recent banquet at the Tabernacle Church
Louisville attended by
men
expressed their purpose to contribute not less thana tenth
I

MONTHLY
addition to the visits already referred to
the secretary spent Sunday morning January 19
with the Central Baptist Church Johnson City
Class of
Tenn speaking to the
at 1030 and discussing stewardship at the
11
hour
Band is having
The
large accessions and the Emergency Band with
the help of a zealous layman has reached thirty
The educational campaign was stressed and the
leaders expressed their purpose to reach the
amount allotted to them
Sunday evening was spent at Elizabethton
Tenn in a joint discussion of Stewardship and
Christian Education
This church has
beyond its apportionment for Carson and
Newman College and at last report was more
than 50 per cent above its allotment for the
Emergency Band
On Tuesday night January 28 the secretary
spoke at a banquet in the Immanuel Church
meeting in
Knoxville this was a
tended to cultivate fellowship and church spirit
After a discussion of stewardship twelve new
members were added to the
Band Rev
H T Stevens also spoke on the social and
spiritual welfare of the church
February 1 and 2 were spent with the church
at Athens Ala in an
Canvass
Pastor Edens had been engaged in
more than a month the spirit of the
a rule was fine and the laymen on the canvass
ing teams were ready for a vigorous
full returns have not been reported but the
outlook was encouraging On Sunday night when

March
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the weather was unfavorable and the audience
small eleven members expressed their purpose to
secretary is now at Lineville Ala where
he is in a campaign with the pastor and
this church and is to visit the church at Ash
land five miles away before leaving the com
This occasion opened with a banquet
last night attended by fifty men These laymen
express their purpose to organize a mens mis
union with a view of
and larger service

THE LAND OF FLOWERS
Early in January the secretary had a very
pleasant trip of a week to Florida speaking at
Chipley Tallahassee Kissimmee Lakeland and
Tampa It was gratifying to note the
Baptist progress on every hand during the
past decade a great advance has been made this
is notably true of Tallahassee where the church
has grown in numbers and prestige and a most
attractive building has been erected on a con
corner in the heart of the city It is
good to find such aggressive spirit in the capital
city
Everywhere the audiences were responsive to
the discussion of stewardship and the men were
not content to stop with their assigned quota for
the emergency band or relief corps
Dr Rogers made a report for the State
the Convention in Tampa that thrilled the
messengers and gave them courage to project their
work on a still larger scale for the coming year
Florida has caught the spirit of the new day and
is attempting great things for God

EDUCATIONAL
is gratifying to note the generous support
Mis
that many of the leaders in the
Movement are giving to the
our Christian schools The secretary found
great pleasure in speaking at a banquet of some
forty canvassers in the First Baptist Church
Chattanooga Tenn on January 17 in the inter
est of this cause
It was evidence of a new day in Christian
Education to find thirty strong men assembled on
Saturday night January 25 at the First Baptist
Church Nashville to project plans for an effect
tive
the next day after stressing the value of
the Christian school in a talk at the First Bap
Church Columbia Tenn it was
meet a widow of moderate resources that had
It was also
already pledged
to this cause
encouraging to hear J F Brownlow the banker
express his interest in this campaign and urge his
church to do its share

FROM DR BROUGHTON
the
pub

The following message from the pastor of

Baptist Church Knoxville Tenn
in a recent issue of the weekly
so wisely expressed and in such thorough ac
Missionary
cord with the policy of the
Movement that it is thought well to give it a
place in these columns
First

THE

PASTORAL

PERSONAL

My Dear
Please read carefully this message which is as
personal as I know how to make it For a long
while I have been thinking and praying over the
increasing financial need of our church to meet
Nothing is more
its increasing opportunities
manifest than that the Lords blessing has been
upon us every time we have gone forward in out
As a result of my study
program and budget
and prayer over these matters I have come to
one
see that our first financial need is that each
of us adopt for ourselves the simple system ot
asOld Testament tithing Some hold that it IS

j

t

r

binding in the New Testament church as it was
others hold that there is a higher prin
in Israel
should guide the New Testament
that
ciple
But it really makes no difference
church
right There are three great facts that remain

Board of Ministerial Relief

The Christian should give as much and as
regularly as the Jews of old who had no Saviour
2 Any definite amount set aside regularly and

THE BUDGET
H L Winburn pastor of the First Bap
Church of Arkadelphia Ark is
introducing the resolution which
Southern Baptist Convention to the budget
plan
In their recent
people went 20 per cent beyond their enlarged
budget in weekly pledges
It is entirely fitting
that Dr
church should be the first to
guarantee its denominational apportionments and
pay them monthly
This is the ideal no de
policy can be effective until it be
comes operative in the local church the fountain
head of all resources
DR HATCHERS SUGGESTION
Would it not be well to adopt Dr Hatchers
suggestion and put on a program in Atlanta for
missions that is in keeping with the new day
and that would challenge Southern Baptists to do
their best
Put all the machinery humming for some
a great inspirational and enlistment drive and
then follow with a
Canvass brief but intense for pledges to the
missionary cause
It would be worth while to
see
Baptists moving together in a great
cause

MENS
on the lookout for announcement of con

of Baptist men
South Carolina has
projected such a meeting for Greenwood on
March 18 and 19 a strong program has been
prepared and the committee is striking for a
large attendance
Other states are planning such
meetings

LITTLE ROCK ARK
News has just been received of the organization of a large mens union or league in the
Second Baptist Church Little Rock Ark
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Program for the Last
Mile of the Veteran

A New

Wm Lunsford D
Corresponding

D

Convention made the program at
Hot Springs It was done to relieve the
apprehension of pastors and missionaries
of the Southern Baptist Convention
There is a great conception lying behind
this Program
It is to provide a modest
income for preachers and missionaries of
the Cross when they have grown into the
years or for any reason have become dis
before the years have advanced very

far

It

is to defend these faithful servants

against dependence when they can no
longer earn a living by their own exertion
There is nothing the minister needs so
much on the human side as a healthy out
look There is nothing so to be
dependence We must not forget how
easily dependence slips upon the individual who is compelled to work for modest
comes prematurely and
possible dependence for those who are
This phase of
best loved
be provided against by life
ance so far as the family is
where is the preacher who can carry
life insurance equal to what is offered him
Five per
by the Convention Program
J
at 68 years of age
cent on
is the Convention Program for those who
join the Annuity Fund Should the An
die five per cent on
his widow and
the minister breaks down he loses
capacity
This is the
his
dependence
which
by
so often
other way
comes A Disability Annuity
the very cent is for every member of
the Annuity Plan who falls by the
long as he lives In the event of death
of his Annuity descends to
This
the widow and orphan children
is
gen
the
Fund
Annuity
feature of
Those who
overlooked
plate joining think only of what is to
come at 68 forgetting what is to be
theirs should health break before that
This is the part of the
time
is likely to impose the heaviest bur
den
But the Program does not stop

here It provides for those who come to
dependence and who do not and never
will become members of any cooperative
membership plan
For this larger class
the Program makes a provision vice as
great as for the Annuity Fund
This is
the General Relief feature of the Pro
There is this difference to be
gram
thought of however
Under the latter
there must be actual need and dependence
before one can receive anything at all
while under the Annuity Fund the bene
takes by right of contract

r
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marked as the Lords money will lead to system
conduct along all lines of ones life which
will have more to do with his general success than
anything else he can do
3 If the members of our church will
of their weekly or monthly
take out
earnings and keep it as a sacred fund to be
drawn upon for all their church and missionary
offerings we will have money in abundance to
put in all the aggressive work which our church
should do and our people would have such pleasure in giving as they have never known
It would not be a question of Can I give
but Where and what to give
Who will join us in this plan of systematic
God says Try Me
giving
Let us take himat his word for the year 1919
Dont say you
are already giving that much unless you have
I know from personal
carefully figured it up
experience that it is easy to be mistaken in this
regard Let us all try it I believe great per
blessing will come in every way and also
Let us begin now
great blessings to our church
even if we are in debt and our income is
us take out of our gross income
for
the Lord and then divide it up and give it as we
But by no means let us touch it
may be led
for personal needs Let us use it for the purpose
intended
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The Program
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is indeed a big one

t

It

involves an increase in the annual

fi

the states for General Relief It in
the raising of
as
the
this
phase
endowment
worT
an
of
for
alone Thus it will be seen that the two
phases of the Plan call for an
several millions
This is the financial
part of the Program It is definite an
direct
There is nothing intricate
It cannot be finished within a year
The denomination is ready for it It will
require several years of working and
planning and building and the great host
of Southern Baptists are beckoning us on
The cry is for big things Is the
enough
Will you be as big as the
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Program with such a
with its outlines of bigness calls fora response in every way
What is to
its aims and objects
Shall we allow Mis
be our answer
and Education worthy as they are
to continue to push aside the cause of the
man who the more closely he follows in
the footsteps of his Master the less
he to have anything as he approaches
advancing years and disabling infirmities
What shall be our attitude to these men
when they stand desolate and alone when
the churches no longer want them and
the business world has no openings for
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miles of rail
is said that China has
profitably Con
way She could operate
and operating costs are lower than else
Better transportation would mean less
where
famine and misery
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MRS
f

E A

EDGAR

INGRAM AND DAUGHTER LOLA

Answering the Call of
MRS

LOLA COOK

the daughter of Mr and Mrs W P
She was born
Cook of Jasper Tex
March 26 1896 the second of six chil
dren
Her mother died when Lola was
twelve years old
At the age of eleven
she was converted and joined the churchin September 1909
At the age of six
elected
to teach a class of
teen she was
girls and was pianist for Sunday school
and church The next year she
During a
Kings teacher diploma
revival meeting in 1912 she felt a definite
call for missionary service
She graduated from the Jasper High
in 1913 and also received a di
oma for piano having completed the six
year course She attended the Cincinnati
Conservatory of Music where she studied
piano from June through August 1913
On her return home she was elected to
teach piano in the school She taught the
next year until Christmas when she re
signed to marry Edgar A Ingram De
cember 30 1914 On October 8 1915
her little daughter Lola Elizabeth was

I

P

was appointed missionary to Brazil
June 6 1918 and sailed January 15

1919
REV EDGAR

t

A

born September 17 1886 at Whites
boro Tex
He is the son of Rev and
In the spring of
Mrs A B Ingram
1896 Edgar came to know Jesus as his
personal Saviour and was baptized
While a student in Baylor
surrendered to preach the gospel
August 23 1909 and only a few weeks
later felt a call for missionary service in
Brazil The Seventh and James Baptist
Church Waco with Bro J E
pastor gave him a license to preach on
September 19 1909
The opening of the Southwestern Bap
Theological Seminary at Ft Worth
Tex in October 1910 found him en
rolled for the completion of his work in
Waiting on the tables
that institution
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A

Miss PAULINE WHITE

INGRAM

Brazil A

Life Stories of the Seven Recently
Appointed Missionaries to South America

milking washing dishes shoveling coal in
the big furnace as assistant chauffeur for
Dr Scarborough and at odd hours
he man
pressing suits for
aged to get through in a financial way
until in January 1912 he was called to
the pastorate of the Baptist church Jasper
Tex and set up a worlds record for
miles
student pastors in traveling
His
every week to fill his appointment
Fred
conducted
at
ordination service was
erick Okla where his father was
February 25 1912 In May of the
same year he received his Master in The
degree and moved to live on his

Jasper
Having resigned at Jasper to get further
training he entered Yale College New
Haven Conn in September 1913 and
Im
took the AB degree in one year
mediately upon leaving Yale he entered
upon his work as pastor at Calvert Tex
serving until August 15 1918
While at Calvert he was married to
Miss Lola Cook of Jasper December 30
1914 One child Lola Elizabeth has
come into the home
He was appointed on June 6 1918
by the Foreign Mission Board to
Sao Paulo Brazil and sailed for his
field on January 15 1919

Miss PAULINE WHITE
Miss Pauline White was born near Mc
Cormick SC September 5 1890 At
six years of age her father died and at
nine she with one sister and two
placed in Connie Maxwell
Greenwood SC She graduated from
the tenth grade in the orphanage
the spring of 1908 and the
entered Winthrop College Rock Hill

SC

She remained in college four years

graduating in 1912 with an AB degree
The year following her graduation from
Winthrop College Miss White taught in
the graded school in Allendale SC At
the expiration of the school term she re
turned to Connie Maxwell Orphanage as
private secretary to the superintendent of

This position she filled
that institution
until September 1916 when she gave up
her work to enter the Baptist
Training School in Louisville Ky From
this school she graduated in June 1918
with the
the age of eleven Miss White was
converted and united with the First Bap
It was
Church Greenwood SC
she
that
college
year
her
in
while in
Junior
joined the Student Volunteer
However ear
work in foreign fields
lier aspirations to do Christian work were
formed while she was a member of the
orphanage family
On June 6 1918 the Foreign Mission
Board appointed Miss White to work in
the Womans School in Pernambuco
Brazil She sailed for her field November

20 1918
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I

LEWIS MALEN BRATCHER

r

Lewis Malen Bratcher was born at
Black Rock Ky June 11 1888 He
was converted at the age of fifteen and
united with the Liberty Baptist Church of
which his father mother eight brothers
and one sister have been
was educated inthe public schools
taught for two years and in 1909 entered
Georgetown College Academy
While
the AB degree in 1914
there he was an active participant in all
literary
phases of college
He was president of six
and athletic
organizations
among which were the
Sunday school class and the vol
football
band the
ora
college
wag
winner of the
guard and

1914 he entered the Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary
degree in June 1917
the
He returned the following year to pursue
the graduate work leading to the Doctor t
degree with Greek and Hebrew as minors
and Comparative Religions and
major He passed the examination suc
and presented a thesis An Out
line of Protestant Missions in South Amer-
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MR AND MRS

L T HUES ALICE LOUISE

AND WARREN MASSEY
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ica which was accepted by the faculty
they conferring the

was ordained in June

1913 and

has been an active pastor sine that time
June 15 1915 he was married to Miss

Artie Porter
June 6 1918 Mr and Mrs
appointed as missionaries to Campos
Brazil and sailed January 15 1919
ARTIE AMANDA

Amanda Porter daughter of Mr
and Mrs R B Porter was born Novem
ber 2 1890 at Caneyville Ky
She attended the public and normal
school at Caneyville until 1908 when she
went to Berea and entered the academic
department graduating from that depart
She taught in the graded
ment in 1911
In 1914
school at Caneyville three years
went to Georgetown where she en
the freshman class studying there
for one year
Miss Porter was converted at eleven
years of age and united with the Caney
ville Baptist Church
She was an
worker in the church and a
the Sunday
June J1915 Miss Porter was mar
she

Bratcher To this
child Lewis Malen Jr was born
June 6 1918 MR and Mrs Bratcher

ried to L M

received an appointment as missionaries to
Campos Brazil

HITES
Rev L T Hites and wife were ap
pointed June 6 1918 to work in Rio
College Rio Brazil
They sailed January 15 1919 We give their life
their own
was born February 1 1889 in a
home where religion and poverty went
hand in hand
The simplest life was en
forced through lack of funds while at the
same time my parents were brought to a
deeper dependence upon God to provide
The earliest recollections I have go
the time when as a child I would
mothers feet and repeat the simple
childhood prayers and when we four chil
dren would attend the little Sunday
a neighbors home
My earliest stories
LAIRD THOMAS

were the simple narratives of the Bible
and they were told me many times Re
ligion was a natural part of my

When fifteen years of age I joined the
YMCA and there about a year later

was led to accept Christ as my personal
Saviour The acceptance of Jesus meant
the entrance again upon life in the Sunday
school and the church and a conscious at
tempt to follow the teachings of my newly
found Lord and Master Three weeks
after conversion I was baptized into the
membership of the Third Baptist Churchin St Louis and there entered upon the
duties and privileges of the Christian life
My employment up to this time had
been mainly with one of the St Louis de
I took a
stores as delivery boy
business course at night school
shortly afterward was employed as
stenographer and clerk This
business training stood me in very
good stead in college and
I saw the need of Christian
the neighborhood of the old Cass Ave
nue Mission in St Louis the desire was
born to become a worker in the slums andI did work there for two years
ally the wider call of the ministry came to
me and I decided to enter college as a
student for the ministry
When eighteen years old I entered the
Academy of William Jewell College
During the early days I found religious
expressions as a member of our prayer
bands YMCA and Sunday school A
little later came opportunities for occa
preaching in the smaller churches
about Liberty and for Sunday school and
young peoples work in our local
was again blessed in helping two or
three of my college mates to a
salvation in Jesus The last five years
of the course I was secretary for President
Greene and in this capacity was able to
exert a wider religious influence among the
boys at
was just about this time that
F Soren of Rio visited William
Jewell College his Alma Mater In some
way he was led to pick me out and
to prepare for work in the normal de

of the Baptist College at Rio
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a student at William Jewell

College I was married in June 1915 to
God has
Miss Emma Massey
children Alice
beautiful
with two
Louise born June 7 1916 and Warren
Massey born May 3 1918

i
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Correspondence
This was about 1911
followed and for about seven years I have
made special preparation for this field of
work Not only did I take all that
had in William Jewell in the field of
religious education but also spent twelve
quarters at the University of Chicago
making further preparation for this specific
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MRS EMMA MASSEY

was born in Liberty Mo Decem
ber 1 1894 the third child in a
five
We were neither rich nor poor
but my father provided a comfortable liv
ing by teaming and farming
Entering public school at about six
years of age I continued with certain in
through the eight grades and
graduating in 1915 I
school
high
the
looked forward while in high school to
teaching and took one year of the normal
training work offered there After finish
ing the Liberty High School I received a
scholarship at the University of Chicago
where I took a half year of further
I found my most interest
ing field
My religious experience was quite nor
mal Father and mother were both Chris
and took the children to Sunday
school when we were tiny tots I
stories and the singing as a child and
gradually came to see the deeper mean
ings of religion

Early in my high school course I met
Mr Hites then a student for the
In June of
William Jewell College
married
and
went
1915 we were
the University of Chicago I in the un
work and he in the divinity
I became by baptism a
school
the Hyde Park Baptist Church of
Chicago and it is with a sense of deep
satisfaction that we are together
the Baptist fellowship

L
j

i

H
i
J
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Now he is one of the group of
student there
teachers in our seminary and
who
are
men
great
is also counted one of the greatest preachers lec
and writers in this country One of IHit
books has been translated into all of the Euro
pen languages and is taught in the European

y
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To Shine for
He

1

Me

Help us mid dashing waves to shine
Bright lighthouse lamps oer rock and brine
on that sea
To guide the
To a safe harbor Lord In thee
REFRAIN

e

stretched out it will represent the
ridge of the mountain as it runs back to
connect with other mountains and over
this ridge many of the pupils walk for
We
miles each day to attend school
would like to know more of these pupils
and will enjoy reading the stories of some
Have children read the stories
of them
given cutting the stories into sections so
that a number of children can take part
The following Bible reading will be
helpful in Junior societies
is

To shine for thee to shine for thee
Help us O Lord to shine for thee
Lights In the world ne fain would be
Help us 0 Lord to shine for thee

Help us on times dark hills to Haze
Strong beacon fires with steadfast rays
To lead the lost and erring right
To urge the lingering to the fight
1
11

Help us on every
toay
To hold the gathering shades at bay
Like sunbeams clear to light the road
That leads to happiness and Cod
Selected

Leaders Note

Book-

In talking to the children about our
mountain school work we should first read
all that the magazine gives on the subject
that we may have as much as possible to
One mountain school may be de
scribed in the following way Have each
child close his left hand into a fist with
thumb turned down This gives the
a mountain The middle knuckle rep
resents the big school building the first
finger knuckle stands for the girls dormi
tory the third finger knuckle for the boys
dormitory and the little finger
Now to reach this moun
the church
tain school we must literally
go all
round our elbow to get to our thumb
for the school is way up on top of the
mountain and the road winds round and
round to reach it One comes first to the
little church building which is quite the
best way to reach a school by way of the
church
Talk to the children on the help the
church is to the school and the strong
Christian influence that is thrown
boys and girls in the school Back of
the boys dormitory is the school
a large one but large enough to raise
many vegetables and the boys work it
The big school building in the middle was
built largely by the boys and contains the
class rooms Down the mountain on the
other side we come to the girls
as we stand on the porch we can see
In
only the roof of the boys dormitory
the basement of the girls building is a
dining room kitchen pantry and a rough
laundry room in which the girls can do
their laundry work
If the middle

Quiz on Bible

84

hap
On

Ararat Gen
On
Ex 31 18
Mt Sinai
50
32
49
Deut
Nebo and Hor
on Mt

Kings 18 19
Tell some
Christ loved the mountains
things
that hap
things he did and some
to him in a mountain
Tempted Luke 4 5
Transfigured Luke 9 28
Prayed all Night Matt 14 23
Chose His Disciples Mark 3 13
Fed the Multitude John 6 3 15
Was Crucified Mark 1522
1

Ascended to Heaven Acts

1

That
was at an associational meeting A group
of delegates were talking together while they
They spoke of the
waited the call to dinner
offering to be taken for Christian
I have heard my mother tell many times of a
dollar she gave at an associational meeting years
Mother said that at this
ago said one lady
meeting a man got up and told of a boy in the
association who was so anxious to finish his edu
He
cation but could not do so without help
told how the boy had worked to get the school
ing he had received in the little country
him and how he wanted now to go on to
one of the mountain schools if he could get the
money for it Just a little contribution from those
present would enable him to pay for the first term
and he hoped to secure work that would pay
him enough to carry him through the year My
mother said that when the hats were passed
around for the money she found that she had
with her She put it in the hat
only
could have been much more to help such an
ambitious studious boy
Mother heard of this boy afterwards as he
went through the mountain school with honor
then on to the Baptist college for young men in
our state where he was counted one of the most
brilliant students who had ever attended the col
lege Mother felt interested in him because she
had given that one dollar and every time she
heard of some new honor that came to him she
would wish she could have given more
After leaving the college he went to our
theological seminary at Louisville and made a
record such as has seldom been made by any
1

Chance
A play in three acts which may be easily pre
pared and effectively given by a group of young
the
people of the Sunday school the

YVA

etc

in the interest of mountain

mis

5

Bible

On Mt Carmel

can imagine how my mother delighted in
all this news as it came to her Ever since that
day when there has been an offering for Our
mountain schools she has said I must make
large as possible for I may be helping an
other boy who will become as great as the
E N B
I helped years ago

CHARACTERS

Cindy a mountain girl
Granny
father
Smith
Pap
Mary teacher at mission school
Schoolgirls
ACT

I

Curtain rises with Cindy seated at the wheel
and granny seated before the fire knitting and
occasionally stirring the contents of a kettle
Cindy
be

Granny
Cindy
Granny

Mos

granny ony
ye and pap
Cindy

I

Yer don see
be comin so
Cindy
He
sure he can do it
early granny Taint
I low taint sure
granny
Granny
An I low ef so be taint this
be nex week Yer
week Cindy why it
bound ter hev yer chance Cindy yer bound to
I done give yer maw my word
hev yer chance
and
hev been
Cindy So
an pap an other night pap he lowed to
sell the mule He aint much count
me I
hes so powerful old an pap lowed
hed better sell him if he kin
Cindy
Taint tall likely he kin granny
Now Cindy don you go an git
Granny
discouraged
Yer maw used to say The Lord
Cindy
will
You git out that
and lets see
more how much that is
Cindy going to cupboard and bringing stock
ing containing money
Took mighty hard
is mighty good to me
git it granny
Don pear like I ought to hev it
We give yer maw our word Cindy
Granny
and
aint never gone back on our word
yit Pap lowed he did that day the school
Cindy
marm stopped at our cabin last summer
to hey her chance but Cindy aint
air
cause it dont stand to
reason that bein as some kin pay all that way
as Ive heated they do that them as has
gone fur to sell
So
kin hey much chance
the mule ef he kin
Noise outside
dad
Cindy startled
Granny hides the money in her knitting and
springs to her feet tossing knitting and money on
the hearth
Dan enters
Granny
Ye
no call to start me hili
drop my work into the fire Dan Smith
hey ye come fur anyhow
I want money and that quick any
Dan
thing to turn my luck
to
Granny
An this yeres a good place
come fur that Dan Smith A woman what

f

Ii

P

1

i

a son as ye air to take keer of her is power
Jei
ful likely to hev a mighty heap o money
help
Dan makes a search of the room Granny
motions to Cindy who edges her way to the
door
be well ye come when
It
Granny

He hev said he wont stan
pap aint yere
more
Give me something to eat
gruffly
I
food
setting
on the table
Granny

no

yer a bite to eat Dan no nor I
do no worse nor ask fur
if

never would
that

Dan thanklessly takes the food and shuffles
off

Cindy

sobbing

Granny did he get it all

Did he get it

he
She picks up the knitting
penny ont
He
stocking containing the money
but never
I was too flustered to pick up my
Enter Pap
I shoved the critter off
much but
he
lowed
he
man
so
folks lowed he
4 on him I
this feller reckoned hed go

No child

one
and

and

The
most

bein
took

hit

Miss Mary granny and Cindy pass across
the stage and leave by a rear door
First girl at the fire
girls did you hear
what Miss Mary said
Second girl at the piano
No what was
it
First girl
She said Cindy could not stay
there is no room
it
Third girl at the table
many boys and girls in the mountains
enough room for
go to school and there
them
I just cant bear to think of this
girl
We must do some
girls being turned away
thing All of you think quick
Girls you unselfishly shared
Fifth girl
when I came last year and now I am willingto share what I have with Cindy
Sixth girl
And I shall help too
First girl
We will all help Let us tell Miss

0

Mary
Enter Miss Mary
Miss Mary we were just going to
First girl
look for you The girls cant let Cindy be turned
We are all willing to share what we
away
have that she might stay and also have a chance
Miss Mary
If the principal approves I
objection to anything you can do It is beau
the sacrifices you boys and girls make to

Cindy granny and pap count the money on
the table including the contents of the stocking
Seven dollars
Cindy
a heap o
air
money moren I ever seed before
Pears like I dont
mighty good ter me

J

looking at pap

I

in

Granny

I can sense now what yer maw was
Come on gal
Yer air
on Cindy
ter have yer chance
Miss Mary
Good evening my good woman
What can I do for you
Granny
Air ye the schoolmarm
Miss Mary
Yes I am the schoolteacher
Granny
This air Cindy and I hev
her to git some Taming
Miss Mary
I am sorry so sorry but we
are already overcrowded and cant take another
pupil

Granny
seven
hev got
Why
dollars Ef ye could manage it
her
Cindy she aint
Miss Mary
I am sorry so sorry but
no room
But come in You must stay tonight
and rest You have had a long journey

I

Jesus loves the little children
By him vas all childhood blest
So were working to deliver
Children loho are sore oppressed
Selected

I

dont
help one of your own people
know how you are going to provide for Cindy
but if you can you have my permission Ill go
and tell Cindy and her grandmother of your un
selfish offer
Mis Mary leaves the stage and returns with
Cindy
I am sure
Girls this is Cindy
Miss Mary
you will make her welcome
The girls crowd around Cindy with words of
welcome
Cindy come up to the fire I
First girl
know you must be cold
We had a long
Yes I am cold
Cindy
tromp
How far did you come Cindy
Second girl
and when did you leave home
miles and we
We come
Cindy
Monday
left home
How
travel Cindy
Third girl
Cindy Vaal we hoofed it most of the way
and then some kind man come along in a steer
Addressing a girl at
cart and give us a lift
book ye got
that
the fire
This is a story of a girl at school
Girl
Cindy
What do you Tarn from what
study
of books do
Oh we study lots of
Girl
English and lots of things
I am sure I

Would you like to know something
about the school Cindy
Yes Id be pleased ter hev yer tell
Cindy
Girl

me about hit

Girl

Well sit down Cindy and I will tell

you all about it
Here one of the girls gives in detail the work
of the school beginning with the rising bell in
the morning and tells of the daily routine of
school life
The supper bell rings
Come on theres the sup
All girls together
We are always hungry at school
per bell

1

Cindy
Curtain
ACT III

I

The scene is the same as in Act I
Most time
Granny putting room in order
fur Cindy ter come Pap went to fetch her Im
all flustered up powerful feared things air
to Cindy since she hev been to
look
Miss Marys school for nine months But always
Cindy can jes fix things to her liking Me an
pap we wont keer jes sos we git her back

I

i

the
hev been powerful lonesome
But pap and me
Doubtfully
But pshaw I
Brightly
too
pear
and she
girl
good
air
She
a
keer
Cindy wont
air
If she do think
loves
too
about it Power
she wont say
ful glad I got my new apon made Pap
the calico from the Corners other day
could fuss up a bit for Cindy Shell be pow
now I hears
erful proud of her granny
gal

her

They are in the crowded cities
In the poorest quarters there
They are toiling In the factories
Breathing foul and tainted air

ter marry ye

Granny and Cindy are outside the door
Cindy timidly
Taint no use granny
Such as them wont look at
I cant
never go in than
Granny head inside the door
Hello is the

I

Some of them are in the mountains
Some are living at our side
Some are little Indian children
Roaming In the forests wide

First time I

favorites

LI

on

Wai Pap

ACT II
Scene
School library during recreation hour
Eight or ten schoolgirls are scattered
room some seated before the fire reading
others at the piano and others about the table
playing checkers etc
Curtain rises with one
girl at the piano playing some school or
after which the girls join in singing a num
ber of selections different girls calling for their

J

Little
our land
We are finding ways to help them
dear Junior Band
In our

give our word to yer maw
she
never like
Cindy
ways and I seed she was worried
Shed
take keer
bout leavin ye so I tells her
want ye
of ye Then she lowed she
folks
like
this
jes
way
er
up
I says ter her
any chances Cindy
Ef
better go ter bed
But
shall hev em
hev got a long tromp tomorrow
Cindy
Cindy
Hit wont pear long ter me granny
Cindy goes out
Pap
ter miss the gal
air
ye aint got a tear on yer face
hev seed ye cry since ye asked me
Ye better go ter bed Pap Smith

J

are learning of the needy

hev

schoolmarm

Page
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Cindy enters and greets granny with a kiss
Granny rubbing the spot where Cindy kissed
the first time
My but
her
kissed me fur goin on ten year
My but I am glad to be home
Cindy
missed
you and pap lots granny
have
Now do tell hev ye sure enough
Granny
ye like the school
Yes granny it is grand I shall go
Cindy
again next year if I can earn my way
Ye air differ
Granny looking Cindy over
unto gal Whar did ye git that dress
I made it granny Miss Mary
Cindy
how I am going to make you one too
Cindy ye talks
Now will ye
Granny
Did you
too jes like a foreigner
school
too
Tarn that at the
Yes and many other things too I
Cindy
learned how to cook and how to sweep and dust
and how to make a home look attractive
Can ye fix our cabin
Granny
Cindy
Im dying to begin I was so afraid
want me to put into practice the
you
things I have learned granny
I dont sense what ye mean to
Granny
tice on Cindy gal but me and pap wants ye to
fix us up too Cindy what makes yer face
It shines like a angels
I
the best of all granny
Cindy
and
pap
you
I
want
love
Jesus
have learned to
to love him too I learned to read the Bible
and I am going to read mothers book to you and
pap every day and to dad too if hell let me
ef I could jes Tarn to spell out
Granny
Do ye think ye could ram
one tiny verse in
gan
me
Yes well spend an hour each even
Cindy
ing in study and you and pap can learn all I
know I dont know much compared with what
there is yet to learn granny You gave me my
chance and now you shall have yours
Can we begin tonight
Granny
Yes indeed Now come and let me
Cindy
show you how we cook supper at the school
Curtain
Dramatized by Miss Elizabeth Sloan from a
leaflet of the same name by Kate W Hamilton
and used by permission of the Womans
Home Missions of the Presbyterian Church in
the United States of
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in a way to interest the young folks in Indian

The Hunger of the
Mountain Youth

I

j

mission

Many of these mountain children are most
eager to learn It is not uncommon for a boy
to walk from five to seven miles daily to school
and others will go barefoot through snow and
From the Christian Endeavor World the
ice
following pathetic incident is
young man entered a college office and
touching the presidents arm asked in a peculiar
Be ye the man who sells
mountain brogue
Before the president could reply he
larnin
Look here mister do you uns run
asked again
this here thing
Yes when the thing
The president replied
I do for you
can
What
running
me
is not
Heaps was the only reply Then after a
I has hearn that you uns
pause the lad said
educate poor boys here and being as I am poor
Do ye
so
thought Id come and see if it
attended
boys
that
poor
replied
The president
for
provide
to
money
took
it
that
but
college
the
them that they were expected to pay
boy was greatly troubled
Have you anything to pay for your food and
asked the
lodging
I has a little spot
sir was the reply
let me Ill stay
will
uns
you
if
ted steer and
wid ye till I larn him up
Such persistence generally carries its point
and the lad remained and the little steer lasted
for years The presidents closing comment upon
I have had the pleasure of
the incident is this
I listened to my boy nowwhile
the
pew
sitting in
the glad tidings of
preached
he
as
man
young
a
Does it pay to help such boys
salvation
At Our Otan Doors

i

March
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The young girl who was graduated last year
year into a little log cabin
turned into a schoolhouse fitted up with rough
board benches and desks to board in a windowis willing to go this

less home that she may help out the parents who
are begging that their children be taught and
who have done their best in providing for the
It is a personal matter to each one of
school
ministers missionaries and Christian
that
you
business men go forth from these school
Selected

It
am so interested in your department
issue
each
with
interesting
grows better and more
and has so many helpful things The exercises
and puzzles are just fine and those essays have
certainly brought out an array of real talent
Yours in service

NAME OF

PUZZLE I

A

dear Saviour called her while in her youth
A call to seek and to serve her Lord
Reading His Book she found this to be truth
Youth is the time to accept His Word
Praising Jesus for His wonderful love
Rejoicing to know her sins were
the joy she had on the road above
Saved through and through preparing
heaven

You must give to Jesus your heart in love
Now continue faithful to your dear Lord
Each day walk the straight Jesus Road
above

OUR PUZZLE

No II
I

first is in many but not in few

i

second in old but not in new
third is in us also in you
fourth is in slain also in slew
fifth is in twain also in two
sixth is in bake but not in brew
seventh in rain but not in dew
eighth in dont but not in do
ninth is in wings but not in flew
tenth is in crow and also in crew
eleventh is in hack also in hew
twelfth is in foot and also in shoe
thirteenth is in also and also in too
fourteenth is in knowledge but not in knew
last is in steam and also in stew
o

with me eighteen miles to find the
needed for
you see the little rhyme is an acrostic on
my name and refers to my work among the In
I wondered if you might not work it up

The Bible as My Guide in
March
At the conclusion of the program
Life
have some one give the story as told by
Missionary J L Hart on pages 11 and 12
Illustrating conditions which prevail where
the Bible Is not known and read
See page 2
Nehemiah
March
Given
Requirements
and
the
The Task
by a member to show the fundamental
like
requisites for the great tasks which Bap
Southern
friends
Nehemiah and his
tista are called upon to face and

Winning the Lost One by
See stories by Missionaries Saunders
One
Given at close
and Townshend on page 15
of personal
power
of program to Illustrate
work
Some Interesting Baptist
March
to a member the
Assign
Achievements
on each of the
report
brief
a
bringing of
has a
secretary
General Boards whose
way
this
In
statement In this number
pro
the
effectively
there may be set forth
ahead
gram of achievement which lies
See
Matthew T Yates The
March
1018
on pages
the series of articlesShow
at close of pro
Task
Unfinished
by these pio
gram that the work begun
and
Judson
completion by us

Building
I Levi 2 Othniel
I

3 Aaron

4 Naaman

Loan-

2 Uzziel

Felix

3

Ellis Georgie Duggan Thur
man Warren

much

meeting on Mountain Schools on pages 6
Masters and Dr Browns articles
the
and suggestions in
and 7 and the stories
Department
Young Peoples
AND
Prayer

of
Preparations for the March Week
by a
furthered
be
will
for Home Missions
messages of Dr Gray
careful reading of the
with the helpful
and Dr Masters together Mallory
on pages
material furnished by Missmight well prepare
23 and 24 The
supple
on page 30 Abundant
on
the
programs
mental material Is furnished for

The Value of Mountain Schools

N Cox
Newton

New

My

Brothers Need
If I

should see

A brother languishing in sore distress
And I should turn and leave him comfortless
When

I

might be

A messenger of hope and happiness
Hota could I ask to have what I denied
In my oton hour of bitterness

helpful

Junior leader will find
all of the
number for use Inmissionary
material In thisparticularly
the
in
meetings but
See Dr

4

Fund
Church Building Loan Fund
Answer

Deborah

AND OTHER

CHILDRENS

4 Ruth
Cana 2 Hannah 3
Answer
Church
5 Caleb 6 Hezekiah
I Benjamine
2 Uz 3 Isaac 4 Laban
5 Daniel 6 Israel 7 Naboth 8 Gaza An

Pawnee
Dear Miss Briggs
I am sending for your department a rhyme
that was written and sent to me recently by my
year I lived
uncle who is in his
with him when a young girl when I first
He was one
Christian and joined the church
of the deacons of the church I joined and went

the articles in HOME AND FOREIGN
FIELDS which may be used to best ad
Files of the magazine
vantage
carefully preserved

JUNIOR

1

Answer

Is to pre

pare programs for the various meetings of
the church and its societies by indicating

ANSWER TO FEBRUARY PUZZLE

WROTE THIS LETTER

The name of the missionary who wrote this
letter can be found in Puzzle I Who is she
and among what people does she work

to assist those whose duty it

0

NAMES OF THOSE ANSWERING
JANUARY PUZZLES

I

The purpose of the Missionary

March

doors

Said a little mountain boy and it might as
well have been said by a little girl
Nobody never comes in here and
up and
My paw just
goes out
afore
his
paw
did
and
so
never
corn on the
him Sometimes when I be
mountainside I look up the crick and down the
crick and wonders if there aint nobody never
comin to larn me

for

All will be saved who obey His Vord

My
My
My
My
My
My
My
My
My
My
My
My
My
My
My

PILOT

SENIOR

She had a call to search those who are lost
Each day led them on toward heaven above
Remember for Indians He died on the cross
Jesus will save through His mercy and love

PUZZLE

The MISSIONARY

1919

THE SUNDAY

through
efforts will be concentrated
success
making
on
the South in March
See
school
Missionary Day in the Sunday
magannouncement on cover page of this
azine

THE PRAYER
Dr Ray
one evening the message of the
For
concerning the serious situation of the sub
eign Board should be read and made on an
of earnest thought and prayer
other evening In March Dr Grays
Mis
drive for Home
regarding a
should be likewise

1

j
I

1

AND LOCATIONS OF
OF THE FOREIGN BOARD

China

R H Graves

Mr

ROMED

W Greene
Mrs
Lake
Lake P
Chambers
Mrs
John
Chambers
R E
Mary
H F
Anderson
Miss
Anderson
Mrs
Anderson
II
Buckner Mrs Buckner J T Williams Mrs Williams J R
Saunders Mrs Saunders Miss May Hine Miss Flora Dod
son W D King Mrs King Miss Sarah Funderburke
H F North
SHIU
E Beddoe MD Mrs Beddoe
via
Miss A M Sandlin Ben Rowland Mrs Rowland A R
Gallimore Miss Gladys
Julia Meadows W H Tipton Mrs
Tipton Miss E E Rea G W Leavell MD Mrs Leavell
Miss Leonora Scarlet Miss Margie Shumate
L Galloway Mrs Galloway
Mrs Sundstrom Mias
KONG
Lora Clement
Mra Lowe Dr R B L Mew
LINC J Lowe
Miss Hattle Stalling
thaw Mn
G

res No

Ida
TENG CHOW Shantung
W Adams Mn Adams Miss J W Lide Miss Flor
ence Lide Miss Ada Bell T F McCrea Mn McCrea

MJ Mn

Ayers Miss Anna B Hartwell W C Newton Mrs New
ton W B Glass Mrs Glass Miss Clifforde Hunter C N
Hartwell W W Stout Mrs Stout Miss Blanche Bradley
H Sears Mn
SHANTUNG via
Sears
Miss Florence Jones A W Yocum MD Mn
Yocum Miss Pearl Caldwell Frank Connely Mrs Connely
David Bryan Mrs Bryan Miss Bonnie Ray
Mary IX Willeford Miss C A Mil
McF Gaston MD Mn Gaston
Huey
Alice
Miss
J
ler
E L Morgan Mn Morgan C A Leonard Mrs Leonard
Stephens Mn Stephens
Miss Bertha Smith
C W
Stephens Mrs Stephens
Mrs
Lowe
W
Pruitt
J
Ida
Miss
Mrs
Pruitt
Pruitt
Lowe
O Hearn MD Mrs
Attie Bostick J V Dawes Mn
Dawes
Interior China
W Lawton Mn Lawton
A D Louthan MD Mn Louthan D W Herring Mrs
Herring Wilson Fielder Mrs Fielder

Mrs MacLean

Miss Clam

Kett

J

Mrs

L Lockett MD Mn Locke G W Sadler

Mn

B Christie Mn Christie

FRIBURGO

C Bagby Mrs Bagby

North Brazil
C Taylor Mrs Taylor C F Stapp Mn
Stapp M G White Mrs White Miss Pauline White
Mrs Muirhead D L
PERNAMBUCO H

Hamilton

Mn Hamilton

L L Johnson Mn Johnson

W C Taylor Mn Taylor
A Nelson Mrs Nelson
Terry
J Terry Mrs Downing
Downing
Mn
L
J

I

Mexico

L Neal Mn Neal
SALTILLO H Lacy Mn Lacy

ON BORDER BUT SUPERINTENDING WORK IN MEX
S Cheavens Mn Cheavens Miss Ida Hayes

Eagle Pass Texas J E Davis Mrs Davis El Paso Texas
W F Hatchell Mrs Hatchell El Paso Texas
Addle Barton Miss
ON ENFORCED
Laura Cox
Mam Mn Mam
ON REGULAR
ENGAGED TEMPORARILY IN UNITED STATES
R P Mahon and wife Alexandria La A N Porter and
N M Dr R W Hooker and
wife pastor
wife practicing medicine Memphis Tenn J W New
brough and wife Falfurrias Texas serving State Board of
Texas and superintending work In Chihuahua by corre
D H LeSueur and wife Austin Texas serving
State Mission Board of Tuu J G Chastain ani wife em
by Home Mission Board In Cuba

I

J

Wil-

Argentina

Mn

W T Lumbley S G

Miss Olive Edens

NOVA

W Bouldin Mra Bouldin Norman F
liamson Miss Sarah Frances Fulghum
C T Willingham

Africa

Patterson

Mn Crosland

M Reno Mrs Reno B A Jackson

Mn Walne

M Harris

Southern Nigeria
Green MD Mn Green A S
Mrs Patterson
Mrs Duval Dr E G MacLean
M Duval

Crosland

K Dozier Mn DozIer J H Rowe Mn
Rowe Miss Carrie Hooker Chiles
P Medlin Mrs Medlin
KUMAMOTO H Clarke Mn Clarke
O Mills Mrs Mills
F Ray Mn Ray B N WalDe

Mrs Harris Miss Loy J Savage Miss N L Swana Gor
don Poteat Mrs Poteat E M Poteat Jr Mrs Poteat
Miss Blanche Rose Walker Milton F Braun Mrs Braun
Miss Addle Estelle
D Bostick Mn Bostick G P Boa
Townshend

F

Japan

SE

J

P Maddox Mrs Maddox

Jackson

North China

tick Mn

S

RIO DE
E
Calza
Mrs Entzminger S L Ginsburg Mn Ginsburg
A B Langston Mn
W Shepard Mn
Langston S L Watson Mn Watson C A Baker Mrs
Baker Miss Ruth Randall Caiza 1786
SAO PAULOW B Bagby Mn Bagby F M Ed
wards Mrs Edwards A B Deter Mn Deter J J Tay
lor Mrs Taylor
PORTO
L Dunstan Mn Dunstan
B Pettigrew Mrs Pettigrew
Mein Mrs Mein Rua Dr Alberta Tor

Central China
T Bryan Mrs Bryan Miss Willie
Mrs Rawlinson Miss Louise
Kelly Frank
Tucker Miss H F Sallee Miss Pearle Johnson J M
Rogers Mrs Rogers Miss Catharine Bryan Miss Mary N
Lyne Miss Sallie Priest
SHANGHAI BAPTIST COLLEGE AND SEMINARY
E F Tatum C H Westbrook Mn Westbrook J B
Webster Mrs Webster J B Hipps Miss Elizabeth Kethley
C Britton Mn Britton C G McDanIel
Sophie Lanneau P W Hamlet Mrs
Miss
McDaniel
Mrs
Mrs McMillan Miss Olive Bagby
McMillan
H
H
Hamlet
Mrs Crocker C C Mar
Crocker
Napier
Mrs Napier
Y
Mrs Marriott A
W Pierce Mn Pierce Miss Alice
YANG
Parker Miss M E Moorman R V Taylor MD Mrs
Taylor Miss E E Teal Miss Hazel Andrews Miss Jo
Carr Mrs John T Anderson

E Sallee Mn Sallee H

Via Del

Via Antonio

South Brazil

T Snuggs Mrs Snuggs

W Ayen

X

Theological Seminary Via Crescenzio No

O

via

Italy
G Whittinghill Mn
Everett Gill Mn Gill

M
Del Correo
BUENOS
Sowell Mrs Sowell Thomas Spight Mrs Spight Robert
Logan Mrs Logan
L Hart Mra
ROSARIO DE SANTA FE Casilla

Hart

J Fowler Mrs Fowler
C Quarles Mra Ovaries
MONTEVIDEO
L C Quarles Mn Quarles Casilla del Correo lH
Chile
E Davidson Mrs DavidCasilla
SANTIAGO
son
The postage to each of our Missions is Five Ceata for tha
first ounce or fraction of an ounce and Three Coats fsr
to
each additional ounce or fraction of an
Two
It
China
Shanghai
where
is
Onta
fsr
and
Mexico
each ounce or fraction thereof Put on enough postage
At present in this
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Missionary Day in the Sunday
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BE OBSERVED

Sunday March 30
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In the Interest of Home and Foreign Missions
1
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The observance of this day by Baptist Sunday Schools of the South
unusual

occasion should be made a great Rally Day for gathering together the
forces which have been more or less disorganized throughout the country by the
many interruptions of the past six months
I

Then plans should be made for securing the largest offerings ever made by
Southern Baptist Sunday Schools for Home and Foreign Missions The people
have the money they have been taught new standards of giving and our mission
work must be supported by greatly increased gifts over any previous year We
millions for
must raise one million dollars for Home Missions and one and
Foreign

I

large envelope containing programs posters music and other helpful mate
rial for the observance of the day has been mailed to every Superintendent whose
name could be secured Copies of this material will be sent FREE upon requestor extra supplies will be mailed as desired Write to the Joint Committee
Eighth Avenue North Nashville Tenn

lI

This matter should be taken up in every school not later than the first
March clear explanations made parts assigned the plans and aims
and the literature carefully distributed If for any reason the
not do so let the reader of these words call the attention of the school to the
opportunity and urge immediate action
f

I

I

eachTen thousand Southern Baptist Sunday Schools ought to average
on this day If every school receiving the material provided will follow
suggestions given this can and will be done See that your school does its duty

I

ORDER FREE SUPPLIES FROM

The Joint Committee on Missionary Day
EIGHTH AVENUE NORTH
NASHVILLE TENN-

t
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